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ABSTRACT 

I construct single-component, homogeneous, quiescent semi-

empirical model chromospheres based upon high resolution, well-

calibrated profiles of the Ca II K line in 3 dMe and 2 dM stars. 

The results of the atmospheric models inferred from the observed 

Ca II K line profiles reveal several systematic trends which characterize 

the chromospheres of M dwarf stars. In particular, I deduce high values 

of T . ~r for the stars considered in this investigation thus indi-
mm eff 

eating an unusually large degree of nonradiative heating present in the 

upper photospheres of M dwarf stars. Hence dissipation of mechanical 

energy is an important parameter in the control of the energy balance 

in the upper photospheres of M dwarf stars. I also find that the value 

of the lower chromospheric temperature gradient, dT/d log m, is similar 

for the M dwarf stars conridered in this dissertation. I therefore 

conclude that the chromospheric K-line emission strength is most sensi

tive to the total amount of chromospheric material present within the 

approximate temperature range - 6000K. Thus increased emission 

strength is not simply due to an increased temperature gradient. I also 

find that the electron density and electron temperature at a thermaliza-

tion length below the top of the chromospheres are each greater for the 

dMe stars than for the dM stars. Hence the chromospheric line emission 

in collisionally controlled lines is enhanced in dMe stars relative to 

the non-dMe stars. In addition, a steep chromospheric temperature rise 

is present over the region of formation of the K-line emission core 

xiii 
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thus implying that the chromospheric temperature gradient is signifi

cant, regardless of the chromospheric emission flux. 

1 develop dMe and dM aemi-empirical model chromospheres which 

incorporate microturbulent velocity fields. I find that a solar-like 

microturbulent velocity distribution fails to reproduce the observed Ca 

II K-line profiles. Microvelocity models with a distribution of 1 to 2 

km-s are the most appropriate microturbulent velocity models. I 

therefore conclude that the microturbulent velocities in the chromos

pheres of M dwarf stars are small as compared to solar-like chromospheric 

microvelocity fields. I suggest that chromospheric mass motions are 

inhibited by magnetic fields which pervade the stellar chromosphere. 

If this is true then the actual microturbulent velocities present in 

dMe and dM chromospheres are smaller than the values I infer since I 

ignore the effects of magnetic line broadening in this investigation. 

I also explore the formation of other chromospheric spectral 

line diagnostics in dM and dMe stars, namely, the Ha line and the Mg II 

h and k lines. I find that Ha is strictly an upper chromospheric 

(T > 6000K) diagnostic while the K-line is a lower chromospheric diag

nostic which is insensitive to the upper chromospheric thermal structure. 

Thus it is possible to construct single-component, semi-empirical model 

chromospheres for M dwarf stars which simultaneously satisfy both the 

Ca II K-line and the Ha line. However, I find that single-component, 

homogeneous model chromospheres fail to reconcile overlapping chromos

pheric spectral diagnostics such as Ca II and Mg II. 

Finally, I estimate relative active-region filling factors for 

dMe and dM stars on the basis of the observed Ca II (H+K) and Mg II 



XV 

(h+k) line fluxes. I estimate values in the range of 5% to 34% for the 

dMe stars, with the filling factors based on Mg II greater than those 

based on Ca II. The apparently discrepant active region filling factors 

derived from the Ca II H and K and the Mg h and k lines combined with 

the failure of model chromospheres to reconcile two overlapping 

chromospheric spectral features suggest that single-component, 

homogeneous model atmospheres are not physically realistic representa

tions of M dwarf stars. In conclusion, I suggest that multi-component 

model atmospheres are more realistic physical representations of stellar 

chromospheres. In particular, I hypothesize that a detailed considera

tion of the line spectrum arising from magnetic flux tubes with di

verging magnetic field lines is required in order to reconcile various 

chromospheric spectral line diagnostics. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The lower end of the main sequence is comprised of the majority 

of the stars in the Galaxy. However, the M dwarf stars have only re

cently become the objects of systematic and detailed observational and 

theoretical investigation. These investigations have been primarily 

motivated by the apparent similarity of physical processes and charac

teristics, exhibited by the M dwarf stars, to analogous aspects of the 

Sun. Both the Sun and the M dwarf stars possess a geometrically thin, 

hot region immediately above their respective photospheres. This region 

is commonly referred to as a chromosphere and I devote this dissertation 

to the study of the physical structure of the quiescent (non-flare) 

chromospheric regions in the M dwarf stars. In the following I enumer

ate the basic astrophysical properties of the M dwarf stars in order to 

provide the proper context in which to approach the study of the 

chromospheres of the M dwarf stars. 

The mass of anM dwarf star generally lies within the range 0.06 

M/^ 0.7 (Mullan 1976) and the luminosities are typically jc 0.2, 

following Kunkel (1975). The effective temperatures are characterized 

by Te££ 3950K (Hoxie 1973, Mullan 1976) while the radii are 0.18 _< 

R/^j 0.61 (Mullan 1976). These physical quantities imply a stellar 

gravity which is similar to, or a few times larger than the solar 

gravity. For the specific case of the dM 4,5e flare star YZ CMi, I have 
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that M/M - 0.2 and R/R - 0.3 (following Allsen 1976). Thus the mean 
0 0 

density of YZ CMi is ~ 10 times the mean density of the Sun. Since the 

pressure scale height, H^, is proportional to T/g, I have that H^ - 0.2 

H^® in the case of YZ CMi. Thus the gas pressure and density rise more 

steeply beneath the photosphere of YZ CMi than they do beneath the solar 

photosphere. Stellar interior models for the lower main sequence show 

surface convection zones which extend deeper into the star as the mass 

of the star decreases (Kumar 1963; Hayashi, Hoshi, and Sugimoto 1962; 

Ezer and Cameron 1967; Straka 1971; Grossman and Graboski 1971). 

Eventually the star becomes completely convective at a critical mass 0.2 

< M /M < 0.3, corresponding to spectral type M5.5 (Mullan 1976). How-— c y — 

ever, Shaviv (1980) finds that an interior model of the dM4.5e star 

Kruger 60B (M/M,. ~ 0.15; Mullan 1976) yields a very small value of £/H , 
w p 

where #. is the local mixing length. Shaviv (1980) suggests that strong 

interior magnetic fields inhibit convective mass motions in this 

particular M dwarf star. 

The main sequence lifetime, T, of an M dwarf star is given 

approximately by „ 
M*c 

T ~ 0.007 — x 13%, (1.1) 
L* 

or T ~ 1011 years for M^/M^ =0.2 and - 0.01. The first constant 

in Eq. (1.1) is the H -> He mass defect while the final constant is the 

H •* He conversion efficiency for the Zero Age Main Sequence 

(Schwarzschild 1958). 

The dwarf M stars are divided into subclasses according to the 

appearance of certain spectral features. The appearance of Ha in 
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emission distinguishes dMe stars from the non-emission (dM) dwarf M 

stars. Joy and Abt (1974) have shown that the dMe and dM stars do not 

differ statistically in absolute magnitude, implying that the Ha emis

sion is not a consequence of dMe stars being spectroscopic binaries. 

This result strongly implies that the dMe and dM stars have similar 

photospheric properties but differ in their outer layers, presumably 

analogs of the solar chromosphere. Since essentially all M dwarfs 

exhibit Ca II H and K line emission indicative of chromospheres, the 

difference between dMe and dM stars may be analogous to the difference 

beteween solar plages and quiet regions, which is a consequence of en

hanced and closed magnetic field structures in solar plages. 

Moreover, the fraction of M dwarf stars which are classified as 

dMe stars increases from 8% at M =9 mag to 45% at M =12 mag to 80% 
v v 

at M^ =14 mag (Petit 1961). In fact, Joy and Abt (1974) conclude that 

all M dwarfs of spectral type M5.5 or later are classified as dMe. 

However, recent observations by Liebert et al. (1979), Giampapa and 

Worden (1980), and Liebert and Green (1980) demonstrate the existence of 

non-emission M dwarf stars of spectral types later than M6. If the 

aforementioned conventional stellar interior models are correct then the . 

existnce of Balmer line emission is not solely dependent upon the depth 

of the stellar convection zone. In addition, dMe stars appear among 

both the kinematic old disc and young disc populations (Greenstein and 

Arp 1969, Veeder 1974, Evans 1975). Thus the line emission is not 

necessarily a function of age for a given M dwarf star, although the 

decline in line emission strength may be statistically correlated with 
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age over an evolutionary time-scale (Skumanich 1972; Barry, Schoolman, 

and Hege 1980). 

A distinctive feature of M dwarf stars, especially the dMe 

stars, is the occurrence of stellar flares. In particular, the UV 

Ceti-type flare stars form a subgroup of the dM stars which have been 

observed to flare; that is they exhibit transient brightenings on time-

scales of second to minutes. While the better known flare stars like UV 

Ceti, YZ CMi, and AD Leo have been observed to flare repeatedly, the 

majority of this subclass have been observed to flare only once (Kunkel 

1973). In an extended study of CM Dra, Lacy (1977) concluded that this 

star could have a flare rate as low as 0.02 per hour. It is possible, 

therefore, that all dM stars would be identified as flare stars if 

observers had the time to monitor them sufficiently long. 

The flare spectra of flare stars have been studied by Kunkel 

(1970), Moffett and Bopp (1976), and more recently by Schneeberger and 

associates (1979, 1980) and Worden et al. (1979). These investigators 

typically find that both during and after flare events the hydrogen 

Balmer lines, Ca II resonance lines, and the He I lines appear in 

emission at levels greater than the quiescent (non-flare) chromospheric 

emission line flux levels. Also, the continuum can be enhanced as much 

as 6 mag in the U band. In more detail, Schneeberger and associates 

(1979, 1980) and Worden et alt (1979) generally find that a dMe stellar 

flare is characterized by a rapid rise (_< 5™) to maximum line and con

tinuum emission. The continuum emission then declines as do the central 

intensities of the line emission. However, the line emission remains at 

enhanced levels for hours following U band flares. I show in Figures 



1 to 5 the temporal evolution of a flare event observed in September, 

1979, on UV Ceti with the Steward Observatory 2.3 m telescope and the 

Reticon scanner. The spectral resolution is 6A and the temporal resolu

tion is approximately 5™. This flare event caused a 4.7 mag increase in 

the U band. The flare energies are typically greater than solar flare 

energies (Schneeberger et al. 1980, Worden et al. 1979) and the total 

energy output of the brightest dMe stellar flares is estimated by 

Kunkel (1970) to be 100 times that of the brightest solar class 3+ 

31 
flares (>1.6 x 10 ergs; Allen 1976). In addition to the optical 

observations of flares, Lovell (1971) has detected radio fluxes during 

24 
the dMe stellar flare as large as 10 Jy while Haisch et al. (1980) 

27 -1 
report (0.2 - 4.0 keV) = 4.6 x 10 ergs-s for a major X-ray flare 

event on Proxima Centauri. These authors also report that no ultra

violet, optical, or radio emission corresponding to this flare event was 

detected. Thus Haisch et al. (1980) conclude that the flare plasma 

cools predominantly by X-ray radiation. Another unique property of M 

dwarf flares is that, unlike solar flares, the optical emission lines do 

not broaden during flare events although the line center intensity may 

increase by over a factor of two during some flare events (Worden et al. 

1979; Schneeberger and associates 1979, 1980; Svestka 1972). 

Besides the transient brightenings due to flare events, the dMe 

stars also exhibit quasi-periodic variability as seen in broad-band 

photometric observations (Krzeminski 1969). These variations have 

periods of several days and the amplitude of the variations are _< 0.3 

mag. Furthermore, the amplitude and phase of the quasi-periodic light 

variations are irregular over time-scales of weeks (Krzeminski 1969). 
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Figure 1. Temporal evolution of a flare event on UV Ceti: the 
quiescent spectrum. 
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Figure 2. Rise to flare maximum: UV Ceti. 
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Figure 3. Maximum flare emission: UV Ceti. 
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These observations are extended by Torres and Mello (1973), Anderson and 

Bopp (1975), Bopp (1974), and Worden-(1975). Through the application of 

narrow-band photometry, Worden (1975) finds that decreases in intensity 

in upper photospheric-temperature minimum region spectral diagnostics 

correspond to increases in intensity in upper chromospheric region 

spectral diagnostics. Hence this compelling observational evidence 

allows Worden (1975) to conclude that the quasi-periodic variability 

exhibited by dMe stars can be attributed to the rotational modulation of 

extensive starspot (analogous to sunspots) and active (plage) regions 

which exist in the stellar photosphere. Corroborative evidence for this 

conclusion is offered by Torres and Mello (1973), Bopp (1974), and 

Anderson and Bopp (1975). In addition, high resolution spectroscopic 

observations reveal that line flux changes occur in active chromosphere 

stars. In particular, Ha spectra of EQ Vir (dK5e) presented in Kelch, 

Linsky, and Worden (1979) and Hartmann and Anderson (1977) show a 

definite Ha emission feature. However, Ha spectra of the same star by 

Worden, Schneeberger, and Giampapa (1980) show a weak or no Ha line. 

Thus Worden et al. (1980) conclude that the Ha feature in EQ Vir is 

variable. Additional evidence for profile variations•is given by Bopp 

(1974) who finds profile variations in the dM3.5e star AD Leonis on time 

scales as short as 4 hours. The dMOe flare star BY Draconis is an 

extreme example of the tendency of dMe stars to exhibit quasi-periodic 

photometric variability in addition to flaring (Kunkel 1975), In sum

mary, the variable photometric behavior exhibited by dMe stars is 

generally attributed to the probable presence of magnetic surface 
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activity that is similar in character to such solar phenomena as 

sunspots and plages. 

The previously discussed quasi-periodic variations observed in M 

dwarf stars offer the unique opportunity to accurately determine rota

tional velocities independent of uncertainties in the inclinations. 

Thus Bopp (1980) and Carrasco, Franco, and Roth (1980) find that as a 

class the dMe stars rotate more rapidly than the dM stars. More 

specifically, Carrasco et al. (1980) find that the dMe stars have values 

of angular momentum per unit mass, J/M, which exceed by several orders of 

magnitude the values expected from any extrapolation of the observed 

J/M values for the intermediate (AO to G2) main sequence. Interestingly, 

I find that the dMe stars have larger chromospheric radiative loss rates 

and therefore larger nonradiative heating rates than the dM stars 

(Chapter 2). Thus the level of nonradiative heating in the stellar 

atmosphere must be intimately related to the stellar angular momentum 

per unit mass. This result is anticipated by Mullan (1974) and Worden 

(1974) who attribute both quiescent chromospheric line emission and 

flare activity to stellar-surface magnetic-field effects resulting from 

an interaction between convective motions, rotation, and subsurface 

magnetic fields. The assumed battery mechanism which is suggested by 

Biermann (1950), discussed by Mestel and Roxburgh (.1962), and applied to 

the dMe stars by Worden (.1974) yields an equilibrium toroidal magnetic 

field produced after a time t which is of order 

H. !a w/M)i (1.2) 
C R 

following Worden (1974). In this expression a is the electrical 



conductivity and R is the stellar radius. Mullan (1974) finds a similar 

expression assuming a dynamo mechanism. Worden (1974) finds that 

magnetic fields 10-100 times the strength of solar magnetic fields can 

be produced in this manner. The relationship between chromospheric 

activity and angular momentum (per unit mass) is further emphasized by 

Kunkel (1975) who finds that duplicity prolongs the duration of the 

flare active phase of evolution in M dwarf stars. Finally, 1 may write 

Eq. (1.2) as 

log H a 2 log [J?M] + 4 log T ff - log L, (1.3) 

2 ^ 
where I have used LA = 4TTRa and all values in Eq. (1.3) are 

normalized to the respective solar value. I show in Figure 6 the 

derived magnetic field strengths using stellar parameters from Allen 

(1976) and assumed values of log [J/M]. I conclude on the basis of 

Figure 6 that the M dwarfs produce higher magnetic field strengths for a 

given angular momentum per unit mass than do earlier type main sequence 

stars. Alternatively, the earlier type dwarf stars must have higher 

values of (J/M) to produce the equivalent magnetic field strength 

inferred for an M dwarf star. " 

Besides the various solar-ty.pe magnetic surface activity 

exhibited by the dMe stars, these stars also show evidence for the 

existence of plasma in their outer atmospheres at temperatures T > 1 x 

10^K. Prominent in the non-flare spectra are lines of NV, C IV, Si IV, 

He II, 0 III, A1 III, C II, Si II, Mg II, A1 II, Fe II, 0 I, and C I 

(Carpenter et al, 1980,Hartmann et al. 1979). According to Carpenter et 

al. (1980) the surface fluxes of the transition region lines 
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Figure 6. Magnetic field strength versus spectral type for various values of J/M. 
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L 5 
(T = 2 x 10 - 2 x 10 K) of the dM stars are similar to the quxet Sun 

whereas the transition region lines in the dMe stars are typically 

10-100 times larger than the quiet Sun. The ultraviolet lines of 

neutral species are prominent in the dM stellar spectra, whereas they 

are extremely weak or absent in the dMe stellar spectra. I display in 

Figures 7 to 9 low-dispersion spectra of Proxima Centauri and YZ CMi 

obtained by Carpenter and Wing (1979) with the IUE satellite. Further

more, Haisch et al. (1980) observe quiescent soft X-ray emission outside 

27 -1 
of flares in Proxima Centauri characterized by L = 1.5 x 10 ergs-s , 

x 

L /L, . = 2.2 x 10 \ and a coronal temperature of T - 3.5 x 10 K. By 
x bol c 

comparison, the ratio f°r Proxima Centauri is 170 times greater 

than the same value for the quiet Sun while the coronal temperature for 

Proxima Centauri is 2.3 times larger than the solar coronal temperature. 

In general, the values of log ^ for the dMe and dM stars, as 

deduced from recent HEAO-B observations, lie in the range -4 to -1, 

which is larger than for any other stellar type (Linsky 1980a, Vaiana 

1980). 

The aforementioned physical characteristics of dMe and dM stars 

are of general astrophysical importance. Their large mass-to-luminosity 

ratios, high flare activity, and large space density (Luyten 1968) 

suggest that these stars could play an important role in galactic 

dynamics. The sheer numbers of M dwarf stars (80-90% of the total 
/ 

number of stars in the Galaxy; Mullan 1976) implies that the process of 

star formation favors the production of low mass stars. In fact, a 

preliminary determination indicates that the maximum of the luminosity 

function lies at M = +15.4, or later than spectral type dM5 (Luyten 
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sion- features are due to relatively low-temperature lines: UV multiplet (1) of Fe II 
and the resonance doublet of Mg II. A 70-min exposure on February 18, 1979. 
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1974). The high fractional abundance of dMe and dM stars combined with 

the observed quiescent X-ray emission suggests that the M dwarf stars 

may significantly contribute to the diffuse X-ray background. Further

more, Coleman and Worden (1976) show that mass loss from M dwarf stars 

arising from stellar winds and flaring could provide a substantial mass 

and energy input into the interstellar medium. In addition, flares on 
i < 

these stars may be producing many light element isotopes such as 

deuterium and lithium through spallation (Coleman and Worden 1976). The 

similarity between solar activity and M dwarf star activity suggests 

that these stars can be used as tests for theoretical models describing 

observed solar/stellar surface phenomena. Moreover, the chromospheric 

physical conditions in these cool dwarfs may differ significantly from 

those existing in the solar chromosphere. Thus the M dwarfs provide an 

important laboratory to test theories of nonradiative heating of stellar 

atmospheres. I therefore devote this dissertation to an exploration of 

the physical structures of the quiescent (non-flare) chromospheres of 

M dyrarf stars. I defer detailed consideration of flare mechanisms and 

stellar flares in M dwarf stars to a future investigation. 

The study of chromospheres was originally motivated by a desire 

to understand (1) the existence of a temperature inversion in the solar 

atmosphere in apparent violation of the second law of thermodynamics, 

(2) the effect of this region on the emergent solar spectrum, (3) the 

detailed nature of the coupling of the chromosphere to the underlying 

photosphere, and (4) the origin of the Wilson-Bappu effect (Wilson and 

Bappu 1957). 



The solar chromosphere is a geometrically thin region (AR/R^ ~ 

-3 
2 x 10 ) which is observationally distinguishable as a bright pink 

flash which occurs a few seconds before and a few seconds after 

totality during an eclipse. Alternatively, Gibson (1973, p. 20) states 

that the "chromosphere can be viewed as the froth on top of the turbulent 

and relatively dense photosphere, a froth that is closely coupled by 

magnetic fields to the underlying dynamics." Finally, Linsky (1980b) 

operationally defines a chromosphere as that region of a stellar 

atmosphere where there exists a degree of nonradiative heating such that 

dT/dh > 0 (or dT/dm < 0, where m is the mass column density)."'" In 

recent years models of the chromospheres of stars other than the Sun 

have been developed through the use of modern model atmospheres tech

niques as applied to specific chromospheric spectral line diagnostics, 

such as the Ca II H and K resonance lines (see Linsky 1980b for a 

review). The model chromospheres developed for dwarf stars are 

similar to the general structural characteristics of solar chromo

spheric models. This apparent similarity suggests that there is a 

common physical basis governing the formation of late-type stellar 

chromospheres. The energetics of chromospheres are generally regarded 

as dominated by the dissipation of mechanical energy in the stellar 

atmosphere (Linsky 1977, 1980b). Following the initial suggestions of 

Biermann (1946) and Schwarzschild (1948), a general consensus developed 

1. The implied restriction in this definition, namely that non-
radiative heating dominates the chromospheric energy balance, is neces
sary since positive temperature gradients can occur in a stellar 
atmosphere in pure radiative equilibrium via the Cayrel mechanism. 



that the chromospheres and coronae of the Sun and stars are heated by 

acoustic waves generated by turbulent motions in the hydrogen convection 

zone immediately below the visible photosphere. A review of this theory 

as applied to the Sun is presented by Ulmschneider (1979). Stein and 

Leibacher (1980) show theoretically that the acoustic flux is propor-

-1 17 tional to g T while Renzini et al. (1977) and Ulmschneider et al. 

(1977) also find a g dependence for models which include losses due 

to photospheric radiative damping. These severe dependencies on gravity 

and effective temperature immediately demand verification (or refuta

tion) by the observational investigation of stellar chromospheres as 

they occur throughout the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. Recently, 

Stencel et al. (1980), Linsky et al. (1979), and Basri and Linsky (1979) 

show that the chromospheric radiative loss rates (and thus nonradiative 

heating rates) estimated from Mg II and Ca II for a large stellar sample 

including high luminosity stars, radically disagree with the afore

mentioned predictions of the acoustic wave theory. I also find that the 

acoustic wave theory fails to account for the observed chromospheric 

line emission in dMe and dM stars (Chapter 2). A variety of empirical 

evidence suggests that magnetic heating processes control the energy 

balance in stellar chromospheres. The compelling circumstantial evi

dence includes: (1) the correlation of photospheric magnetic field 

strength and chromospheric emission line flux in the solar supergranula-

tion network (Skumanich, Smythe, and Frazier 1975), (2) the correlation 

of solar magnetic field flux with X-ray emission (Golub, Maxson, et al. 

1980; Golub, Rosrier, et al. 1980), (3) the detection of both high 

magnetic field strength and flux in stars with intense chromospheric 



line emission (Robinson, Worden, and Harvey 1980), and (A) the 

empirical evidence presented in this chapter in the case of the M dwarf 

stars. The details according to which the magnetic heating occurs-are 

uncertain. Thus the investigation of stellar chromospheres proceeds 

through the deduction of the spatially averaged chromospheric thermal 

structure (as inferred from chromospheric line diagnostics), with the 

understanding that any future theory for the nonradiative heating of 

stellar atmospheres must account for these structural details. 

The resonance lines of Ca II, known as the H and K lines, are 

notable as diagnostics of stellar chromospheric properties as well as 

for their accessibility to earth-based observation. The occurrence of 

chromospheric H and K emission in spectral types later than F5V (Wilson 

1973) provides a valuable tool with which to study analogues of the 

solar chromosophere and the chromospheres of cool stars. The Balmer 

lines also become useful chromospheric diagnostics in the specific case 

of the dMe and dM stars. Fosbury (1974) finds that Ha line emission 

observed in the dMe stars arises from a chromospheric temperature rise 

coupled with a collisionally controlled Ha source function in a region 

11 -3 
characterized by electron densities n ~ 10 cm . Worden and Peterson 

e 

(1976) conclude that the dMe, centrally reversed, Ha profile is asso

ciated with an optically thick emitting region with an electron density 

13 -3 
ng £ 10 cm . Worden et al. (1980) show that centrally reversed Ha 

emission profiles are a general feature of dMe stellar spectra, with 

the exception of those dMe stars which are members of close binary 

systems. In these instances, Worden et al. (1980) attribute the lack of 

a central reversal in the observed Ha emission profile to the effects of 



rotational line broadening. Giampapa et al. (1978) extend the study of 

dMe chromospheric properties through the investigation of the He I 

triplet (A5876A) and singlet (A6678A) lines which appear in emission in 

the optical spectrum of the dM3.5e star AD Leonis. Giampapa et al. 

(1978) find that these lines are collisionally excited and that they are 

formed in a geometrically thin chromospheric layer at 20,000-50,000K 

18 -2 
with a column density of n H - 6 x 10 cm . The most recent models of 

the chromospheres of dMe and dM stars are those by Cram and Mullan 

(1979). These investigators find that Ha absorption, as well as Ha 

emission, is indicative of the presence of a chromosphere in M dwarf 

stars (see Chapter 5). However, Cram and Mullan (1979) develop only 

nonspecific chromospheric models which simply consist of an ad hoc 

temperature rise beginning at the very top of an M dwarf photospheric 

model taken from Mould (1976). Cram and Mullan (1979) do not include 

microturbulence in their models and they address only a single M dwarf 

chromospheric diagnostic, namely, the Balmer lines. 

In this dissertation, I develop semi-empirical stellar model 

chromospheres on the basis of the observed Ca II H and K line profiles 

for a sample of dMe and dM stars. In particular, I find a single-

component, homogeneous model chromospheric thermal structure that 

yields a theoretical Ca II K-line profile which most closely resembles 

the observed K-line profile for a specific M dwarf star. In Chapter 2 I 

present the observational data-set upon which this dissertation is 

principally based. I discuss the spectral synthesis formalism that is 

utilized in the construction of model stellar chromospheres in Chapter 3. 

I present the inferred semi-empirical model chromospheres for a sample. 



of 3 dMe and 2 dM stars in Chapter 4. In addition, I discuss the 

salient features of these models and delineate the similarities and 

differences between the chromospheres of the dMe and dM stars. In 

Chapter 5 I discuss additional chromospheric line diagnostics within the 

context of the model chromospheres given in Chapter 4. In Chapter 6 I 

discuss the applicability of single-component model chromospheres as a 

description of the chromospheres of M dwarf stars. In particular, I 

present estimates of active (plage) region filling factors for dMe and 

dM stars, and I offer a hypothesis which may explain discrepancies 

between model chromospheres based upon overlapping chromospheric line 

diagnostics. I summarize the principal results of this dissertation and 

I offer suggestions for future research in Chapter 7. 

The combination of this dissertation with similar observational 

and theoretical investigations for stars throughout the HR diagram will 

allow astronomers to begin to address the fundamental questions of how 

the origin, structure, and evolution of stellar chromospheres depends 

upon the dynamic and thermal properties of stars. 



CHAPTER 2 

OBSERVATIONAL DATA 

In this chapter I present 142 mA resolution spectra of the cores 

and wings of the Ca IIH and K lines in 3 dMe and 4 comparison M dwarf 

stars, obtained with the Kitt Peak National Observatory 4m echelle 

spectrograph and blue image tube. The data I present in this chapter 

serve the need for high resolution, well calibrated spectra which I will 

use in Chapter 4 to compute chromospheric models for M dwarf stars. 

The data presented here will also be a useful supplement to currently 

existing high resolution data on the Balmer lines in M dwarfs (Worden 

et al. 1980). The primary purpose of this chapter is to present a set 

of high resolution spectra of dMe and dM stars which will serve the 

needs just described. In addition, I will qualitatively assess the 

data and discuss any trends that may be present. 

Observations and Reduction of the Data 

The Ca II spectra were obtained with the Kitt Peak National 

Observatory 4-meter echelle spectrograph and the blue image tube camera 

with a dispersion of 1.95 A mm at 3950A on the nights of 1979 February 

11 and 12. The spectra were taken with baked III a-J plates. For one 

star, GL 526, I obtained two plates in one night with different exposure 

times in order to check the consistency of the reduction methods and 

the flux in the stellar emission lines. 
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The data were reduced using the Kitt Peak National Observatory 

PDS microdensitometer. The scanning aperture was square with 

digitization steps every 20lj,m. I calibrated the III a-J plates by 

using a spot sensitometer plate with 16 calibrated spots. The spot 

sensitometer plate was also scanned and the stellar spectra calibrated 

by linear interpolations between spot calibration points. The "S" 

distortion inherent in echelle/image tube configurations was removed in 

the following manner. I scanned each order along reference lines per

pendicular to the dispersion direction. These perpendicular cuts were 

then cross-correlated to determine the shift perpendicular to the dis

persion as a function of position along the order. I then used this in

formation to straighten out the echelle order. I then summed the data 

points perpendicular to the dispersion at each location (i.e., wave

length) along each order and subtracted the mean background, as deter

mined from the clear plate between the orders, to produce a one-dimen

sional spectrum for each order. The standard star Hiltner 600 was used 

to remove the wavelength-dependent sensitivity profile of the echelle 

grating by dividing each observed spectral order by the identical (in 

terms of wavelength) order appearing in the echelle spectrum of Hiltner 

600. This entire process yielded relative flux calibrations along each 

order. The data reduction method just described is identical to the 

methods used by Linsky et al. (1979). Thus these consistent data re

duction schemes insure that data obtained during different observing 

sessions can be confidently intercompared. I used an entrance slit 

width of 10Qj,m, which corresponds to 43.3p.m in the exit plane with the 

2.31 projection factor of the long camera. I estimate the spectral 
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resolution of the data by assuming that the instrumental profile for 

each optical component is Gaussian, following Linsky et al. (1979). 

Thus the spectral resolution is the square root of the sum of the 

squares of the FWHM for each optical component. Taking 43.3^m in the 

exit plane for the projected slit width, 4(\j,m for the image tube resolu-

2 
tion, 15jj,m for the plate resolution, and 40fim for the PDS resolution 

yields an instrumental resolution of 7^im at the plate. This corre

sponds to 142 mA with the dispersion of 1.95 A mm \ I find that un

blended comparison lines have FWHM values which lie within 10 mA of the 

calculated resolution, and conclude that the resolution of the data is 

142 m& + 10 mA. 

Both the Ca II H line and the K line appear in two orders in our 

echelle plates. Thus to reduce the noise I derived mean H and K line 

profiles using the profiles in both orders. Since the dispersion dif

fers slightly between orders it was necessary to artificially expand the 

dispersion in one order to make it equal to the dispersion in the next 

order so that the line profiles could be properly added. This was 

accomplished by Fourier interpolation. An echelle order containing an H 

(or K) line was Fourier transformed using the Cooley-Tukey Fast Fourier 

Transform for an arbitrary number of data points. An appropriate number 

of zeroes were added to the order in transform space to yield, upon 

application of the inverse transform, a spectral order of the required 

dispersion in real space. 

2, See Photobulletin: Kodak Pamphlet No. 14 (1979), 



I convert the observed relative fluxes to absolute stellar 

surface fluxes according to the method described by Linsky et al. (1979) 

The stellar surface flux in a specific bandpass F(AA) is 

F(AA) = f (AX) (~)2 = f(AA)(4.125 x 108/<f>')2, (2.1) 
K 

where f(AA) is the flux observed at the Earth, d is the stellar distance 

R is the stellar radius, and <f>' is the stellar angular diameter in 

milliarcsec (Mihalas 1970, Linsky et al. 1979). Barnes and Evans (1976) 

and Barnes, Evans, and Parsons (1976) have shown that measured angular 

diameters including limb darkening of 27 late-type stars and 25 early-

type stars lead to a tight correlation between the stellar surface 

brightness in the visual bandpass and the (V-R) color over a very wide 

range of spectral type. Their relations are, in terms of the stellar 

angular diameter, as follows (Linsky et al. 1979): 

log (}>' = 0.4874 - 0.2 V + 0.858(V-R) (2.2) 
o 

for 0,00 £ V-R ̂  1.26, 

log cp' = 0.7674 - 0.2 Vq + 0.640(V-R) (2.3) 

for 1.26 <_ V-R j< 4.2, where Vq is the apparent visual magnitude 

corrected for interstellar absorption. Differences in metal abundance 

are not considered in the calibration of the relations since the effect 

of metallicity on stellar radius is small. In particular I have that, 

following Iben (1967), dR/Rotd^/^, where n is the mean molecular weight. 

Willstrop (1964, 1972) has obtained absolute photometry of 215 

stars of spectral types 05-M9 in the 3925^-3975^ bandpass with a stated 

absolute accuracy of 10% (Willstrop 1972). The data set includes at 

least 14 stars with spectral types between M0 and M9 (_Willstrop 1964), 



Utilizing the Barnes-Evans angular diameter relations of Eq. (2.2) and 

(2.3), the (V-R) photometry of Johnson et al. (1966), and the absolute 

photometry of Willstrop (1964, 1972) yields the following piecewise 

linear least squares fit to these data (cf. Linsky et al. 1979): 

log F(AA) = 8.264 - 3.076(V-R) (2.4) 

for (V-R) < 1.30, 

log F(AA) = 5.500 -  0.944(V-R) (2 .5)  

for (V-R) > 1.30,  where F(AA) is the stellar surface flux per angstrom 

in the 3925A-3975A bandpass. The errors in the flux calibration depend 

on the systematic errors in the data obtained by Willstrop (1964,  1972) ,  

the accuracy of the (V-R) photometry for the stars considered here and 

in the Barnes-Evans relation, the random noise in my data, and on the 

intrinsic scatter of F(AA) about the mean curves. The intrinsic scatter 

may be due, in part, to differences in metal abundance and, therefore, 

in line blanketing. The first source of error is + 10% (Willstrop 1972)  

and the second and third quantities should in general be small (Linsky 

et al. 1979). I estimate the random errors of measurement by comparing 

monochromatic fluxes derived from two plates of GL 526 with very dif

ferent exposure times. The monochromatic fluxes differed by 5.9% 

between the two plates and the K fluxes differed by 11.0%. Since the 

exposure times for the two plates were greatly different, the latter 

number should be representative of the upper limit of the random measure

ment errors in my data. The intrinsic scatter of F(AA) about the mean 

curves is 1.4% (Linsky et al. 1979). The combination of the afore

mentioned errors yields an estimated uncertainty in the flux scale of 
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± 15% for the stars discussed in this chapter. I equate the total 

relative flux in the 3925A-3975& bandpass to the surface flux computed 

using Eq. (2.4) or (2.5) to yield the conversion factor between relative 

and absolute surface flux for each spectrum. 

In Table 1 I list the stars observed, the dates observed, number 

of observations, best exposure times, and adopted (V-R) colors. Spectra 

for stars observed more than once during a night were averaged. The 

(V-R) colors for the stars in this sample are taken from Veeder (1974). 

The effective temperatures are taken from the (V-R) - T -- relation of 
err 

Johnson (1966), linearly interpolated to the nearest 50 K. The dK5e 

star GL 517 (EQ Vir) does not have a published (V-R) value. Therefore, 

I assumed a (V-R) value (and hence a value of effective temperature) 

identical to that of a dK5 star as given by Johnson (1966). I also list, 

if available, the kinematic population in which the given star is a 

member (Veeder 1974). The population given for EQ Vir is inferred from 

data given by Gliese (1969). 

In columns 8 and 9 of Table 1 I list the and indices, 

F(K^) and F(H-^), defined (as in Linsky et al. 1979) as the total surface 

flux above the zero flux level between the or minima. In some 

cases the locations of these minima are uncertain. However this is not 

a serious problem since the and K central emissions dominate the 

flux in the H and K lines for this sample of stars. 

Chromospheric Radiative Loss Rates 

The calibrated spectra are displayed in Figures 10-13 in order 

of decreasing effective temperature. The vertical axes are scaled so 



Table 1. Summary of Observations and Integrated Line Surface Fluxes 

Sequence 
Number Star 

Spectral 
Type Pop.3 

Dayb 
Obs. 

Number 
Obs. 

Exp. 
Time 
(min) V--R F(Kl)c FO^)0 F' (K^ F'CH 0̂ 

1 GL 517 (EQ Vir) dK5e YD 2 1 21.6 (0 .99) 8.7(+5) 1.0(+6) 8. 5 (+5) 1.0(+6) 

2 GL 380 dMO YD 1 1 1.6 1. .23 6.5(+4) 7.2(+4) 6. l(+4) 6.9(+4) 

3 GL 526 dM4 OD 1 2 39.4 1. .40 1.8(+5) 1.9C+4) 1. 7 (+4) 1.8(+4) 

4 GL 616.2(BD+55%1823) dM1.5e OD 2 1 32.3 1. .46 1.3(+5) 1.5(+5) 1. 3 (+5) 1.4(+5) 

5 GL 4U(BIH36«147) dM2 Halo 1 1 15.7 1 .51 5.7(+3) 6.6(+3) 5. 0 (+3) 5.9(+3) 

6 GL 393 dH2 YD 1 1 31.8 1 .50 2.3(+4) 1.9(+4) 2. 2 (+4) 1.9(+4) 

7 GL 285 (YZ CMi) dM4.5e YD 2 1 122.0 1 .81 6.6(+4) 7.3 (+4) 6. 6 (+4) 7.3(+4) 

aYD - young disk; OD = old disk. 

''The day observed refers to the UT day at the beginning of the night: day 1 • 1979 February 11, day 2 - 1979 February 12. 

c  - 2 - 1  Units: ergs cm s 
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Figure 10. The Ca II H and K lines for selected dMe and dM stars. 
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that 100 corresponds to the observed maximum surface flux between the H 

3 and K lines. The peaks of the H^j I^, and He emission lines have been 

adopted as absolute wavelength standards with H2, K^» and He at the 

laboratory wavelengths 3968.47A, 3933.66&, and 3970.07A, respectively. 

Emission in the H and K lines is prominent in each of the spectra. The 

He line appears in emission in the active dwarf stars GL 517 (dK5e), 

GL 616.2 (dMl.5e), and GL 395 (dM4.5e) but is absent in all of the dM 

stellar spectra. 

As demonstrated by Linsky and Ayres (1978), the net chromo-

spheric radiative losses due to the H and K lines can be determined by 

measuring the excess flux in these lines over the expected H and K line 

flux for a stellar atmosphere in radiative equilibrium. Thus the net 

cooling rate in the chromosphere due to these lines expressed in terms 

of the corrected H^ and indices, F'(H^) and F'(K^), is given by 

Linsky et al, (1979) 

F'O^) = F(HX) - Fre(H;l) , (2.6) 

F'O^) = F(KX) - Fre(Kx) , (2.7) 

where FRE(H-^) and FRE(K^) are t*ie computed H^ and indices for an 

atmosphere in radiative equilibrium (that is, a model atmosphere with 

no chromosphere). Values of F (K ) and F_„(H..) as a function of (V-R) 
Kr» 1 Kh 1 

have been computed for 13 main sequence stars by Kelch et al. (1979). 

Their relation was linearly exptrapolated to include the stars in my 

sample which have larger (V-R) indices than those originally considered 

3. Since I do not see any central minima in the H and K line 
profiles, X call the peak intensities and K^. 
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by Kelch et al. (1979). The resulting radiative equilibrium correction 

terms are found to be generally less than 10% and sometimes less than 

1% of F(H^) and F(K^). Thus I conclude that even large errors in 

F^-OC..) and F^OL) would be unimportant for my purposes. 
Kb x Kb X 

The importance of chromospheric nonradiative heating present in 

this sample of M dwarf stars can be readily intercompared through the 

ratio• 

F' (H ) +F» (K, ) 

' (2-8> 
eff 

where the index R^ represents the chromospheric radiative loss in the 

H and K lines normalized to the total stellar surface flux. The values 

of R^ are listed in the third column of Table 2. A plot of versus 

T^££ is presented in Figure 14. I note that the value of R^ for GL 517 

(EQ Vir) is 8.8(-5) as compared with 7.1(-5) for the same star in Linsky 

et al. (1979) and the value of for GL 411 (BD +36°2147) is 1.4(-6) 

compared with 1.2(-6) in Linsky et al. (1979). I can attribute these 

differences to both measurement error and to intrinsic variations in the 

stellar chromospheres but note that the differences are small (< 20%). 

Furthermore, I find that the values of R^ for the dMe stars GL 616.2 

and GL 285 in Figure 14 are larger than for the dM stars by a factor of 

2.5 or more. The quiet dwarfs have values of R^ comparable to that of 

the mean Sun, = 7. 7(—6) (Linsky et al. 1979). Thus nonradiative 

heating is systematically larger in the dMe than dM stars as is expected 

in analogy with the relative nonradiative heating rate in solar plages 

and quiet regions (see also Chapters 4, 5, and 6). 
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Table 2. Summary of R^, Values and Line Flux Ratios 

F'(H1)+F'(K1) FQ^) F'CK^ FV(K2) 

-ber6 Star ^7. W W 
ef f 

1 GL 517 (EQ Vir) 8.8(-5) 0.84 0.83 0.84 

2 GL 380 1.0(-5) 0.90 0.89 0.81 

3 GL 526 3.6(-6) 0.95 0.95 0.95 

4 GL 616.2 3.2(—5) 0.92 0.92 0.92 

5 GL 411(BD+36°2147) 1.4(-6) 0.86 0.85 1.03 

5 GL 393 5.4(-6) 1.18 1.19 1.03 

7 GL 285 (YZ CMi) 2.7(-5) 0.90 0.90 0.93 
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In addition, the active dwarfs (and to a lesser extent, the 

quiet dwarfs) may show a trend of decreasing R^, with decreasing 

effective temperature, thus implying that the proportion of the stellar 

luminosity converted into nonradiative heating in the chromosphere 

decreases with decreasing effective temperature for this particular 

selection of stars. Finally, it is interesting to note that Stein and 

Leibacher (1980) and Renzini et al. (1977) predict that the acoustic 

energy generation decreases directly with effective temperature to a 

high power. However, the importance of the role of acoustic energy flux 

as a chromospheric heating mechanism is not well determined, even for 

the Sun (Cram 1977; Athay and White 1978). Moreover, Figure 14 shows 

that M dwarf stars with similar effective temperatures and gravity may 

exhibit very different degrees of nonradiative heating, contrary to the 

predictions of the acoustic wave theory (see Chapter 1). 

Doublet Ratios 

The relative flux in the H and K lines may be indicative of 

chromospheric optical depths and temperature gradients. The ratio 

F(K^)/F(H^) is listed in column four of Table 2 and plotted with respect 

to the total fluxes, F(K^) + F(H^), in Figure 15. As in Linsky et al. 

(1979) the data are widely scattered with no apparent physical relation

ship between the two parameters. However, the dwarfs in this sample 

tend to lie below the dwarfs considered by Linsky et al, (1979). The 

mean value of F(K^)/F(H^) in this work is 0.94. The ratios of chromo

spheric radiative losses in the two lines F'(K^)/F'(H^) are given in 

column five of Table 2. These ratios are essentially identical to the 
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values of F(K^)/F(H^) for each star. This is understandable given the 

relatively small radiative equilibrium correction terms applied to 

F(K^) and F(H^) to derive F'(K^) and F'(H^), respectively. The mean 

value of F1(K^)/F'(H^) is 0.93, indicating that the H and K lines are 

optically thick in these stars. This mean value is lower than the mean 

ratio of 1.25 found for dwarfs by Linsky et al. (1979); however, I 

estimate the uncertainty in the mean value of F'(K^)/F'(H^) I deduce for 

the sample of dwarf stars considered here to be + 0.20. 

As discussed in Linsky et al. (1979) uncertainty in the loca

tions of the H^ and features may be an additional source of error 

which can add to the scatter in Figure 15. However, for the stars con

sidered in the present work this potential source of error is small 

since the ̂  and emission features greatly dominate the emitted flux 

in the H and K lines. Nevertheless, to minimize this possible source of 

error I include the ratio of monochromatic fluxes at the line peaks 

FV(K^)/F^O^) in column six of Table 2 and plot these ratios in Figure 

16. The scatter is slightly reduced but there are still no apparent 

trends with respect to F(H^) + F(K^). 

Monochromatic Surface Fluxes 

We list in Table 3 monochromatic surface fluxes for those 

features in the observed H and K line profiles which are important for 

comparison with computed line profiles. As usual, and refer to 

the minima outside the line cores and and refer to the peak emis

sion in the line cores. The central reversals, and K^, do not appear 

in our data but might be present in higher resolution data. However, 
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Table 3. Monochromatic Surface Fluxes 

Number Star F (Ki ) v -l-v Fv<V F,<K1> W 
F 
/V 

F (H,) v 1 
F (K,) 
\> 2' 

F ,(h
2) Tr(Ki) tR<H1> 

1 GL 517 (EQ Vlr) 2. 0(-7) 2 0 (-7) 2. 0 (-7) 1 0(-6) 1 2 (-6) 1 l(-6) 3 2(-5) 3 8 (-5) 3174 3714 

2 GL 380 3.2(-8) 3 2(-8) 3 2(-8) 6 5 (-8) 1 3 (-7) 9. 8 (-8) 2. 5 (-6) 3 l(-6) 2737 2968 

3 GL 526 5.2(-8) 4 9 (-8) 5 l(-8) 8 9 (-8) 9 1 (-8) 9 0(-8) 8 3(-7) 8 7 (-7) 2836 2948 

4 GL 616.2 2.8(-8) 4 6 (-8) 3 7 (-8) 5 7 (-8) 9 5 (-8) 7 6 (-8) 6 7C-6) 7 2 (-6) 2768 2908 

5 GL 411(BtH-36^2147) 3.3C-8) 1 l(-8) 2 2 (-8) 5 2 (- 8) 3 5 (-8) 4 3 (- 8) 3 2 (-7) 3 l(-7) 2663 2783 

6 GL 393 2.7(-8) — 2 7 (-8) 4 l(-8) 4 l(-8) 4 l(-8) 1 2(-6) 1 l(-6) 2569 2771 

7 GL 285 (YZ CMi) 3.M-8) 4 9 (-8) 4 0(-8) 6 6 (-8) 8 8(-8) 7 7 (-8) 3 3(-6) 3 6(-6) 2783 2911 

a  2  1 - 1  
Units are ergs cm s Hz 



Kelch et al. (1979) warn that observations acquired at a higher spectral 

resolution may still not reveal the central reversal because of the 

effects of rotational line broadening (see also Chapters 4 and 7), 

whereas Baliunas et al. (1979) claim that the absence of a central 

reversal is due to the existence of a high pressure transition region. 

The subscripts V and R refer to the violet and red sides of the line 

profiles, while FV(K^) and FV(H^) are the mean or monochromatic 

surface fluxes. The determination o f FV (H^) for some stars in my sample 

may be influenced by the presence of the He line. 

Columns ten and eleven of Table 3 are radiation temperatures 

derived by setting the mean or monochromatic surface fluxes equal 

to the flux from a blackbody. For all of the stars presented here, 

T D (H1) > T (K ) as predicted by Shine, Milkey, and Mihalas (1975a) on 
K J. K 1 

the basis of partial redistribution (PRD) diagnostics, to be discussed 

later. In Figure 17 I plot T^(K^)/T versus log The dwarf 

stars of our sample lie above the giants presented in Figure 8 of Linsky 

et al. (1979), as predicted by PRD theory (Shine, Milkey, and Mihalas 

1975b). In brief summary, complete redistribution (CRD) requires that 

both the and line source functions saturate to the Planck function 

at the depths where these spectral features are formed. In contrast, 

the PRD solutions allow the two line source functions to thermalize 

independently at these frequencies. Since the H line is more trans

parent, thermalization occurs deeper, and therefore at a higher value 

of the local Planck function. Hence T_, (H..) > T-OC.). In the case of 
R -L K 1 

the giant stars, the effects of PRD are enhanced in a low density 

atmosphere. An effect of PRD is to inhibit the diffusion of core 
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photons to the line wings (see Chapter 4). Since this PRD effect is 

enhanced in the low density atmospheres of the giant stars, I have that 

T (K )/T is smaller in the giants than for the dwarf stars. Kelch 
R 1 eri 

et al. (1979) show that among the dwarfs ^(^^^eff mâ  an 

empirical age indicator. In Figure 17 I see that the dwarfs have values 

of T_(K. )T .j. similar to the active dwarfs studied by Linsky et al. 
R 1 err 

(1979). The flare star GL 285 (YZ CMi) has an anomalously large value 

of T (K )/T which may be indicative of the relatively young ages 
R J. etr 

usually ascribed to active flare stars. The dMO star GL 380 has a 

T^(K^)Te££ ratio similar to the solar value of 0.75 (Linsky et al. 

1979) as does the flare star GL 517 (EQ Vir). The latter case is in

consistent with the two other dMe stars and could be due to errors in 

the assumed effective temperature for EQ Vir, As mentioned previously 

there is no published (V-R) value for this star and I used instead the 

value for a star of the same spectral type (Johnson 1966), which implies 

an effective temperature of 4400K. Nevertheless, Figure 17 shows no 

apparent correlation between kinematic population (see Table 1), which 

may be indicative of age, and the observed values of T^(K^)/Tê ^. How

ever, membership in a certain kinematic population is not an accurate 

indicator of age for a given field star. Moreover, the M dwarfs con

sidered in this chapter are all within ~ 21 pc of the Sun, which is much 

less than a galactic scale height (Chiu 1978, Wielen 1974). 
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Line Widths 

I list in Table 4 the line widths , AAU , FWHM(K), and 
H1 

FWHM(H). The definitions of these quantities are the same as in Linsky 

et al. (1979). 

These line widths are important tests of theories of Ca II line 

formation. In particular, Ayres (1979) has derived the following 

scaling law for the width: 

log AA^ = l/4 log Xpe+l/4 log F-l/4 log g + 7/4 log ̂ ef£ + constant 

(2.9) 

In this expression g is the gravity, Teff the effective temperature, 

and is the iron abundance, each normalized to the solar value. In 

this study I assume A ê to be unity since .(1) the stars considered here 

are in the solar neighborhood, and (2) accurate metallicity measurements 

for the M dwarfs discussed in this chapter are unavailable. F is a 

scale factor which is proportional to the chromospheric heating rate. 

The quiet Sun would be characterized by F ~ 1 while F ~ 10 would repre

sent the so-called active chromosphere stars (Linsky 1977) or solar 

plage regions. The index F is given by (Ayres 1979, eq. [4]): 

F - F 0̂t/7 x 106 T f̂f, (2.10) 

where F 0̂t is the total heating above the temperature minimum estimated 

for this sample of stars by scaling from the measured total solar 

chromospheric losses. Hence, 

F 0̂t = F«'+L' F 0̂t/Fj,+K', (2.11) 

Hf+Kf 
where FA is the measured chromospheric loss rate in the H and K 
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Table 4. Line Widths and Atmospheric Parameters 

Sequence 
Number Star 

iAKi 
( b  (A) 

FWHM(K) 

(A) 

FWHM(H) 

(A) 
T 
eff 
(K) F 

1 GL 517 (EQ Vir) 0.93 0.72 0.32 0.34 4400 16.2 

2 GL 380 0.67 0.42 0.33 0.33 3850 2.3 

3 GL 526 0.47 0.50 0.27 0.26 3600 1.0 

4 GL 616.2 0.72 0.82 0.25 0.25 3500 8.8 

5 GL 411(BD+36°2147) 0.29 0.39 0.21 0.18 3400 0.4 

6 GL 393 0.86 0.27 0.23 0.22 3400 1.6 

7 GL 285 (YZ CMi) 0.52 0.77 0.23 0.25 3100 9.5 
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H'+Kf tot 
lines and Fg is the same quantity for the Sun. Fg is the total 

chromospheric loss rate in H and important spectral lines (Ayres 1979). 

The chromospheric heating dependence in the scaling law for AAj^ is 

tested by plotting log versus 1/4 log F in Figure 18. The metal-

licity term has been assumed to be zero according to the previously 

stated reasons. The gravity and effective temperature dependences have 

been deleted since the logarithmic values of these terms are all 

similar for the stars considered here. The data for this sample exhibit 

a trend of increasing AA^ with increasing F which is consistent with 

the results of Kelch et al. (1979) for a sample of solar type stars. 

Uncertainty in the location of the minima and omission of the 

temperature and gravity terms contribute to the scatter in Figure 18. 

Nevertheless the results for the dwarfs presented here are generally 

consistent with the scaling law proposed by Ayres (1979). 

Emission Lines in the Wings of H and K 

O 
I now consider the prominent He line at 3970.07A which appears 

in emission in three of the objects: the dMe stars GL 517 (EQ Vir), 

GL 616.2, arid GL 285 (YZ CMi). I list in Table 5 the measured FWHM and 

corrected He indices, F'(He), defined as the total surface flux in the 

He line above the wing of the Ca II H line. The corrected He indices 

are analogous to the corrected and indices and, therefore, are 

measures of the chromospheric radiative loss rates in the He line. The 

relative importance of the He line as a mechanism for chromospheric 

cooling is reflected in the ratio F'(He)/[F'(H^) + F'(K^) ]. The ratio is 

listed in Table 5 and plotted with respect to effective temperature in 
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Table 5. The He Emission Line 

Sequence 
Number Star 

He 
FWHM 
(A) F1(He)a 

F1(He) 
F'Gl-jHF'O^) 

1 GL 517 (EQ Vir) 0.51 3.6 (+5) 0.19 

4 GL 616.2 0.45 4.6(+4) 0.1-7 

7 GL 285 (YZ CMi) 0.50 3.5 (+4) 0.25 

a„ . 
Units: ergs -2 -1 cm s 



Figure 19. I note that the ratio F'(He) / [F'(H^) + F'(K^)] for GL 517 

is identical to the value measured for this object by Linsky et al. 

(1979). Moreover, the ratios for the dwarfs in Table 5 lie far above 

the dwarfs given in Figure 14 of Linsky et al. (1979) as well as above 

the giants. This anomaly may be due to high electron densities in the 

chromospheres of dMe stars thus leading to collisionally dominated 

Balmer lines, as suggested by Fosbury (1974), and corroborated, in the 

case of the dMe star AD Leo, by Giampapa et al. (1978; see Chapter 1). 

Wilson-Bappu Widths 

Finally I list in Table 6 the FWHM(K) after application of a 

quadratic correction for instrumental broadening as suggested by Lutz 

(1970). Also listed are the corresponding values of log WQ along with 

the values of log W^ which would be predicted by the M^ - log W^ least 

squares relation of Lutz (1970) which takes into account the error of 

measurement in the values of M and W-. The values of M are taken from 
v 0 'V 

Gliese (1969). I plot in Figure 20 the measured values of log for 

these stars. The line represents the Wilson-Bappu widths as predicted 

by Lutz (1970). I see that the dwarfs generally follow the Wilson-

Bappu relation with some scatter. The error bars in Figure 20 are 

derived from the uncertainty in the resolution and the parallax. The 

dMe flare star YZ CMi is the most deviant point. However the scatter 

of points in Figure 20 is similar to the scatter in Figure 9 of Lutz 

(1970) in which the two least-squares solutions for the M^ versus log W^ 

relationship are presented. 
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Table 6. Corrected FWHM(K) and Wllson-Bappu Widths 
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Sequence 
Number Star 

FWHM(K) 
(A) log WQ Predicted log W^ 

1 GL 517 (EQ Vir) 0.29 1.34 ± 0.02 1.32 

2 GL 380 0.30 1.36 ± 0.02 1.30 

3 GL 526 0.23 1.24 ± 0.02 1.19 

4 GL 616.2 0.21 1.20 ± 0.02 1.26 

5 GL 411 0.11 0.93 ± 0.03 1.16 

6 GL 393 0.17 1.11 ± 0.03 1.18 

7 GL 285 (YZ CMi) 0.21 1.20 ± 0.02 1.04 
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In the following chapter I discuss the model atmospheres 

formalism which I utilize in order to construct semi-empirical model 

chromospheres for dMe and dM stars on the basis of the observational 

data just presented. 



CHAPTER 3 

SEMI-EMPIRICAL MODEL ATMOSPHERES 

The widespread occurrence of Ca II and Mg II resonance-line 

emission in dwarf M stars (Chapter 2; Giampapa et al. 1980), the 

presence of Balmer line emission in the dMe stars (Worden et al. 1980) 

and the recent detections of high excitation transition region lines 

(Carpenter et al. 1980, Hartmann et al. 1979), as well as the high X-ray 

luminosities (Linsky 1980a, Vaiana 1980) imply the existence of a non-

radiatively heated region above the cool stellar photosphere. Hence the 

emergent spectrum of an M dwarf star cannot be properly understood 

solely in the context of a pure radiative-convective equilibrium model 

atmosphere. We must include a hot chromospheric layer above the stellar 

photosphere to account for the aforementioned spectral features. The 

thermal structure of the chromosphere itself is dependent upon the 

nature of the source of mechanical heating which is present in the 

chromosphere. Thus the energy equation which describes the emergent 

flux is 

F  +  F  +  F  =  a T 4 ,  ( 3 . 1 )  
r e m  e f f  

where F is the radiative flux, F is the convective flux, and F is 
r c m 

the mechanical flux. However, the detailed nature of the mechanical 

flux is unknown at this time (Chapter 1). Therefore it is impossible 

to use an energy equation, such as Eq. (3.1), to construct chromo

spheric models from first principles. Thus I adopt the semi-empirical 

58 
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approach to stellar chromospherlc modeling developed by J. L. Linsky and 

collaborators, and A. K. Dupree and collaborators, during the course of 

their systematic study of the chromospheric phenomena throughout a large 

region of the H-R diagram (see Linsky 1980b and references therein). In 

this approach I specify the atmospheric structure at the onset of the 

model calculation. The input thermal structure is T(m),?t(m), where mis 

- 2  
the mass column density in the atmosphere measured in g-cm , £ is the 

microturbulent velocity measured in cm-s \ and T is the temperature in 

degrees Kelvin. The actual chromospheric structure consists of segments 

within each of which dT/d log m is constant. The preliminary model 

chromosphere is adjoined to an appropriate M dwarf photospheric model 

given by Mould (1976). The line profile derived theoretically is then 

compared to an observed Ca II K line profile given in Chapter 2. I 

adjust the chromospheric structure until the best possible correspond

ence between the observed line profile and the line profile resulting 

from the stellar atmospheric model calculation is achieved. 

The method of solution for the coupled equations of radiative 

transfer and statistical equilibrium relies upon several simplifying 

assumptions. I assume (1) plane parallel approximation, (2) hydro

static equilibrium, (3) the ionization equilibrium for all metals is 

given by the Saha ionization equation for local thermodynamic equilib

rium (LTE), and (4) the atmosphere is laterally homogeneous. Hence the 

run of physical variables can be expressed as functions of geometrical 

height alone or, alternatively, mass column density alone. The 

validity of the LTE approximation for the metals is discussed by Linsky 

(1968) and Vernazza, Avrett, and Loeser ( 1 9 7 3 ) .  
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These investigators adopt an LTE approximation for the metals 

in the interest of numerical simplicity and expediency. The complex 

model atmospheric programs which are required for a completely general, 

simultaneous solution of the equations of radiative transfer and 

statistical equilibrium for all of the important line transitions in all 

of the metals are currently unavailable. In a more recent study, 

Vernazza, Avrett, and Loeser (1976) nevertheless conclude that neglect 

of non-LTE effects in the metals may cause an overestimate of the con

tribution to the opacity due to the metals. The validity of the fourth 

assumption of lateral homogeneity is less certain for the M dwarfs. I 

defer a more detailed discussion of this assumption to Chapter 6. 

In the following I describe the procedure utilized in the con

struction of semi-empirical model chromospheres. The steps I follow 

are: 

1. Choose a photospheric model for a given effective temperature, 

T^^, and stellar surface gravity, g. 

2. Include the important sources of line and continuous opacities. 

This can be done through the use of analytical and empirical 

expressions which may exist for a particular opacity source, or 

through the construction of opacity tables. 

3. Specify the particular line and continuum transitions in the 

adopted model hydrogen atom which are to be studied. 

4. Adjoin an arbitrary (or the result of step 13) chromospheric 

temperature rise to the adopted photospheric model. The chromo

spheric temperature rise is specified by the functions Te(m), 

£t(m), where Tg is the electron temperature, m is the mass 
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column density, and £ is the micro turbulent velocity for each 

depth point in the chromosphere. 

5. Beginning from an LTE estimate of the level populations, compute 

the radiation fields in the explicitly treated line and/or 

continuum transitions and the hydrostatic and ionization 

equilibrium. 

6. Use this solution for the radiation fields to recompute the 

level populations in hydrogen. 

7. With the new hydrogen populations recompute the radiation fields. 

8!. Repeat steps 6-7 for a number of iterations specified at the 

outset of the computation. 

9. The end result of step 8 is a model atmosphere which specifies 

the non-LTE hydrogen populations and the electron density at 

each depth point in the atmosphere. This model, along with the 

computed departure coefficients, is then used as the new 

starting estimate of the solution and steps 6-8 are repeated 

to finally yield a new model atmosphere. 

10. If the electron densities of the new model agree at each depth 

point to within a few per cent of the starting model (step 9), 

then I have a fully self-consistent ionization balanced atmos

phere model and I may proceed to the next step. If not, then I 

repeat steps 6-9 until I obtain self-consistent electron 

densities. 

11, I use the model atmosphere obtained by step 10 as the input 

-model to solve the chromospheric spectrum synthesis problem of 

the "trace" elements, such as Ca II. In particular, I run a 
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multilevel complete redistribution (CRD; to be discussed later) 

code for Ca II to obtain non-LTE level populations and radia

tion fields in the allowed transitions. 

12. I now use the output of step 11 as the input for the two-level 

partial redistribution (PKD; to be discussed later) refinement 

of the CRD calculation. A result is the theoretical Ca II K-

line profile. 

13. I convolve the theoretical K-line profile (obtained in step 12) 

with the instrumental profile and compare the result to the 

observed profile. If necessary, I adjust the chromospheric 

thermal structure and repeat the PRD computation (step 12) unitl 

agreement between the theoretical and the observed line profile 

is achieved. 

14. I now repeat the entire procedure (steps 4-13) with the new 

thermal structure found in step 13 in order to obtain a fully 

self<-consistent model atmosphere. 

The computational method I have just outlined is the procedure 

used to develop semi-empirical model chromospheres. There are a variety 

of formal details which constitute the foundation of the procedure I 

have just described. These details include the actual numerical method 

used to solve the coupled equations of radiative transfer and statis

tical equilibrium, as well as the treatment of the hydrostatic and 

ionization equilibrium. In addition, the appropriate atomic parameters, 

photoionization and collisional cross cross-sections, boundary 
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conditions, and rate equations must be included. I will discuss these 

formal details for the remainder of this chapter. 

Radiative Transfer and Statistical Equilibrium 

The state of a stellar atmosphere is determined when the distri

bution of the composite particles over all available bound and free 

states is known. In local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) these 

occupation numbers are functions of the local density and temperature. 

However, in the relatively low density and high temperature conditions 

of a stellar chromosphere, non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-

LTE) prevails (Jeffries and Thomas 1959). Thus the occupation numbers, 

n^, are described by n^ (N,T,J^) where T is the kinetic temperature and 

J represents the frequency dependence of the radiation field over the 

entire spectrum. The radiation field is in turn a function of the state 

of the gas, as evident from the line source function (Bohm 1960) 

, 2h v3 Ji _ -1 * v  
Sv c2 <g. 1) <t,v. »'2> 

where i|< and <t>^ are the emission-and absorption profiles, respectively. 

In addition, the equation of transfer will couple all points in the 

atmosphere to, in effect, cause global responses to local changes in 

physical quantities. Thus to properly solve for the ionization equilib

rium (discussed in a later section) I must solve, simultaneously, the 

equations of radiative transfer and statistical equilibrium. This 

approach accounts for the global response of the gas to the radiation 

field simultaneously with the reciprocal response of the radiation field 

to material properties. I apply this method, initially, to hydrogen. 



Hydrogen is the most abundant element (by several orders of 

magnitude, neglecting helium). Also, for a given kinetic tempertature, 

the velocity and therefore the flux of hydrogen atoms through a given 

point in the atmosphere is greater than for any other ion. Hence 

electron-hydrogen collisions leading to collisional excitations and 

ionizations (or radiative and three-body recombinations) are very 

probable. As mentioned previously, I treat the ionization equilibrium 

for the metals in an LTE approximation. However, for accurate electron 

densities to be obtained it is necessary to account for departures from 

LTE in hydrogen. Thus I solve the coupled equations of radiative 

transfer and statistical equilibrium simultaneously for a given model 

hydrogen atom. The ionization equilibrium solution can then be obtained 

according to a scheme described later in this chapter. Once a self-

consistent atmosphere -model is constructed, I then proceed to the 

spectral synthesis of the chromospheric lines. 

The Complete Rate Equations 

The number density of particles in a bound or free state i for 

some element is a function of the net flux of particles through the 

given volume and the net rate at which particles are arriving at state 

i from other states j, due to a variety of radiative and collisional 

processes, Thus the following "continuity equation" can be written for 

a given state i (Mihalas 1978); 

dn .  ^  
(3-3)  

where P^ ̂ ji^ a total rate containing both radiative and 



collisional terms. In this investigation I assume a static, steady 

state atmosphere. Hence 3n^/8t = 0 and - (n^\f) = 0. Therefore, 

n. Z P.. - Z n.P.. = 0. (3.4) 
1 i H  * 3  i n  J J1 

In this expression the first term represents the number of atoms lost 

from state i while the second term represents the number of atoms 

arriving into state i from state j, due to radiative and collisional 

processes (Gray 1976). The first term in Eq. (3.4) is 

n. Z P. . = n. .£.(R'. - +C, .)+n. £(R..+C..)„ (3.5) 
1 j^i 13 1 J<;L iJ 1 j>i ^ 1J 

where k represents the continuum, the R. . are the radiative rates, and 
iJJ 

the C.. are collisional rates. Now R'.. = (n./n.) R.. (see Eq. [3.49]) 
13 iJ 3 i 13 

& 
and C.. = (n. /n. ) C.. (see Eq. [3.59]), for i < i. Therefore 

ij 3 I ji n J 

n. Z P . =n.{ Z (n.*/n.*)[R. ,+C. .] + (R. . + C, .)}. (3.6) 
i jfi iJ i 3<i 3 i 13 ji j>i iJ ±3 

The second term in Eq. (3.4) is 

Zn.P.. = Z n.(R..+C..)+ Z n. (R' . . + C. ..) . (3.7) 
3 31 3<i 3 31 3 1  pi J J 1  J 1  

As before, I can write R' =(n. /n. ) R.. and C.. - (n. /n. )C.., each 
3i i 3 3 1  3i v  i 3 13 

for j > i. Hence 

-Zn .P. . = - .Z n. (R. ,+C. . ) n. (n /n. ) (R. .+C . ) . ,(3.8) 
3 3i 3<i 3 31 3 1  j>i J i j 3 1  

Substituting Eqs. (3-6) and (3.8) into Eq. (3.4) yields the complete 

rate equation for level i: 

;  z 
J-i*"1 * * 

I [ 

* * 

3<1 WV > IRi:l+V +j?i<RiJ + V> 

jSi nj(ni/llj > " °- (3,9) 
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One such equation can be written for each bound state. The system is 

completed by invoking an additional physical constraint. The total 

number of atoms and ions of the element considered must equal the 

correct fraction of the total hydrogen number density (for hydrogen in 

all forms). Thus 

n.. , - (n,/n ) n = 0. (3.10) 
i,j ij,k k H H 

where En , is the total number density of element k summed over all 
i,j iJ.k 

excitation and ionization states considered for element k. The final 

system for all levels of all ions of all species is 

A ii = JB, (3.11) 

where n is the vector of all occupation numbers, A is the rate equation 

matrix, and B is a vector with elements given by the number conservation 

Eq, (3.10). The simultaneous solution of the equation of radiative 

transfer and the equation of statistical equilibrium (Eq. [3.11]) is 

discussed in the following. 

The Complete Linearization Method 

The simultaneous solution of the coupled equations of radiative 

transfer and statistical equilibrium is the mathematical realization of 

the physical concept of non-local thermodynamic equilibrium. The 

complete linearization method is a numerical procedure by which the 

solution is obtained. The result is a model atmosphere which specifies 

the state of the gas through the determination of the occupation numbers 

as a function of depth in the atmosphere. The distribution of particles 

over bound and free states, given by the vector _n in the rate equation 
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(Eq. [3-11]), can be determined if ne> T^, and are specified. How

ever, during a model atmosphere computation only current estimates of 

these variables are available in an overall iterative process. During 

the iterative process the variables ne, T^, and change by amounts 

6ne, and <5j^ to better satisfy the constraints of energy and 

pressure balance. By the condition of non-LTE, 11 will change accord

ingly. The change in n is given by (Auer and Mihalas 1969): 

= fr 6Te + tr fin + ¥ |=- 6J , (3.12) 
oT 6 c3n € T_—1 o*J. x 
e e x l 

where NJ is the number of angle-frequency quadrature points. For any 

variable X we have (Mihalas 1978): 

= A_1 [9X ~ (8X ' ]" (3-13) 

In this investigation I specify the atmospheric structure, (m)(m) , 

at the onset of the calculation. Hence 6T£ = 0 in Eq. (3.13) and I 

have that 

Sn = |=̂ - fin + Y 6J.. (3.14) 
_ on e t=-I 3j. x 

e l 

I also have from Eq. (3.13) that 

8jl A-1 r̂ —e _ ,3A 
3J. = - ^3J. 3J (3-15) 
l xi 

Auer (1973) has shown that this kind of formulation of the complete 

linearization method combined with an already specified atmospheric 

structure will result in a system of coupled linear equations which 

contain only the 6J^ explicitly. According to Auer (1973) the solution 

of the system yields which satisfies both the equation of transfer 
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and the linearized form of the rate equation. I will briefly sketch the 

basic formalism underlying the complete linearization method. 

The equation of transfer in a plane parallel atmosphere at 

frequency V is 
dl 

h =  1  " s  > (3 .16)  
^ dr v v'  

v 

where the source function can be written as 

* /J < p  dv + EB (T )  + nB 
S = — , v 6 (3.17) 
v l  + e + n 

following Jefferies and Thomas (1958). A detailed discussion of the 

meaning of this expression is deferred to Chapter 4. The method of 

solution requires the transfer equation to be cast as a second order 

differential equation. The equation and the boundary conditions are 

then written as finite-difference equations. Finally the inter

dependence among the transitions is linearized and solutions for the 

corrections in the radiation fields are determined in an iterative 

fashion. The remainder of this description of the complete lineariza

tion method follows the discussion by Lites (1972). Two variables are 

defined 

p v  s  1/2  [ i v ( -ho  +  i v ( -m.) ] ,  (3 .18)  

r v  s  1/2  [ i v ( -ho  -  i v ( -h) l ,  (3-19)  

where is similar to the mean intensity, and is similar to the 

flux. The transfer equations for the +p, and -p, directions are 

dl (-Hj,) 
-HJ, = I (-^I) - S (3.20) 

V 
dl (-M-) 

-v —dFE—= - V (3'21) 
V 
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Addition and subtraction of these equations yields the first-order 

differential equations 

V- dPv 

dx~ = RV (3-22) 

V 

V- dRV 
d T = p v " V  ( 3 ' 2 3 )  

V 

from which it follows that 

9 dP 

* dT[dT] =pv" V <3-2*> 
V V 

The actual mean intensity, J, is given by a weighted sum of 

P^'s where the weighting coefficients depend upon the angle quadrature. 

The upper boundary condition for1 this problem is = 0. Thus 

p I = R I n » (3.25) V' T=0  V'T=0  

and 

[j, dP 

dTU-o = PVIT-o •  « - 2 6 )  

V 

following Eq. (3.22). The lower boundary condition is given by the 

diffusion approximation 
dB 

Iv(-hO = + n ̂  , (3.27 
V 

where B is the Planck function of the last depth point. This boundary 

condition can be specified as 

dP 
H I = [I ("Hi) - P ] I , (3.28) P dx 1 T=T V P V 1 T=T 

V max max 

where I have used the equality R = I (+u) - P which follows from the 
^ V v ^ V 

definitions of P^ and R^, and I (4^) is given by Eq. (3.27). The 
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difference equation for the transfer equation at depth point d is 

(following Auer and Mihalas 1969) 

2 Pd-1 _ ^ ^d_ , 1 1 , + * Pd+1 = 

* ATd-l/2fiTd " ATd ATd-l/2 ATd+l/2 ATdiTd+l/2 " 

p d  -  ̂  (3 .29)  
d 

where 

Atd-l/2 = 1/2(Vl + Wd)(md - Vl» (3-30) 

ATd+l/2 " 1/2 (Wd + Wd+l)<,nd+l " md> (3"31) 

ATd - 1/2 (ATd+1/2 +ATd_1/2), • (3.32) 

where W, = i,/P, A N D p. is the mass density, Y, is the absorptivity 
d d d d d 

and is the mass column density, each at depth d. Note that these 

equations are tridiagonal in depth. Each depth point d is related to 

the surrounding depth points d+1 and d-1. Hence changes in the state 

of the atmosphere at any depth point d will affect all other points in 

the atmosphere, as prescribed by the non-LTE condition. The boundary 

conditions can be similarly expressed as difference equations. I need 

to solve the system of equations (i.e., radiative transport and 

statistical equilibrium) for the mean intensities in each line 

J = /J cf> dv - E w.J (3.33) 
vrv i i 

and the level populations. This set of variables is represented by a 

vector, lb which is N, X (number of variables) in length and N, is the 
d d 

number of discrete depth points. The equations are represented by an 

operator f such that 
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fOj/) = 0. (3.34) 

The linearization process begins with an estimate of the solution, 

I begin by assuming an LTE solution. The actual solution ip is 

£ = + 6±, (3.35) 

where Sip  is a correction. Thus 

fQfe.) = f(2fe0 + 6i)> (3.36) 

and to first order 

f 0J> ) + |4 61 = 0. (3.37) 
-HD 

Equation (3.37) yields which is added to The process is repeated 

9 f 
until convergence. I calculate the for the discretized transfer 

equations and their boundary conditions. The Sj; consists of the 6P^((j,), 

and 6n. and Sn. for the lower and upper levels of each transition. A 
1 J 

linear matrix equation can be written for each transition, or (Mihalas 

1978) 

£ k ^ k  +  \ ! ! i  +  V  < 3 - 3 8 )  

for each frequency-angle point k. The resulting matrix is an x 

array. The corrections to the mean radiation field in a transition are 

obtained from a weighted sum of the at each angle-frequency point 

or, 

6 J = E £ W . W 6P. . . (3.39) 
i j M-.i v , j  —i,j 

Equation (3.38) is multiplied by and each of the equations for 
"K. 

each transition are summed according to Eq. (3.39): 

6J + G 6n. + H Sn^ = D, (3.40) 
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where, for example 

G = ? ? W . W f"1. . A. . . • (3.41) 
- x j (jl,x v±k -k,x,j -tc,x,j 

In practice the statistical equilibrium equations are used to express 

the jSn in terms of the 6J of all other transitions, as suggested by 

Auer (1973). Thus the iterative scheme proceeds by finding the by 

solving the linearized transfer equations in the explicitly treated 

bound-bound and bound-free transitions. The new J. are used to revise 
x 

the radiative rates and to find the new populations (populations treated 

in LTE are also revised in order to be consistent with the current 

ionization equilibrium). The new populations are used in a solution of 

the transfer equation which in turn yields new values of J\. The rates 

and populations are again revised, thus completing an iteration. I 

continue this iterative scheme until I obtain electron densities 

accurate to within a few per cent. The program computes depth-dependent 

Doppler profiles, including the non-thermal microturbulent broadening, 

for the explicitly treated transitions. At this stage the line transfer 

is computed in the complete redistribution (CRD) approximation. This 

assumption states that there is no correlation between the frequencies 

of incoming and scattered photons (Mihalas 1978). This assumption is 

also referred to as complete noncoherence. In CRD the emission and 

absorption profiles are identical (ty = <J> ). Also, Thomas (1957) has 

shown that CRD leads to a frequency independent source function. Thus 

frequency shifts are due to Doppler redistribution. 

In summary, the advantage of the complete linearization method 

is that corrections applied to a variable at some depth point in the 



model atmosphere will properly affect all other parameters describing 

the state of the gas at all other points in the atmosphere. Hence con

vergence is global and the rate of convergence is quadratic (Auer and 

Mihalas 1969). 

Atomic Models, Radiative and Collisional 
Rate Equations 

I adopt a five-level plus continuum representation of the 

hydrogen atom. I explicitly solve the coupled equations of radiative 

transfer and statistical- equilibrium in the Lyman continuum and in the 

Ha line. The Lyman continuum is represented by nine equally spaced 

frequency points extending from the ionization edge at Vq = 3.29 x 10^ 

Hz to V = 4.89 x 10^ Hz. The Lyman lines, Ly a and Ly 3, are assumed 

to be in detailed balance. The remaining bound-bound and bound-free 

transitions are specified by fixed rates according to the radiation 

temperature assigned to a particular transition at the outset of the 

calculation (Auer, Heasley, and Milkey 1972). Noyes and Kalkofen (1970), 

Ayres (1975), and Ayres and Linsky (1975) find that adequate self-

consistency in the electron density can be achieved with this repre

sentation of the hydrogen atom. Furthermore, Auer and Mihalas (1969) 

find that the assumption of detailed balance in Ly a and Ly 3 is 

generally valid for Lyman continuum optical depths larger than 0.1. The 

model atom and transitions are summarized in Figure 21 and Table 7. 

Fixed Rates 

Radiative Transition Rates. The upward rate for a bound-bound 

transition from level i to level j is 
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S//////////////////S////////////, 2 CONTINUUM 
" n=5 
• n=4 
- n=3 

n=2 
Ha 

La Ly3Ly LS 

Figure 21. Model hydrogen atom utilized in the development of M dwarf 
model chromospheres. 



Table 7. Hydrogen Model Atom Representation 

Radiative Transitions 
with Fixed Rates 

Radiative Transitions 
in Detailed Balance 

Explicitly Solved 
Transitions 

LY A 972.537 A La A 1215 A Ha A 6562 A 

L6 A 949.743 L3 A 1025 Lc A 912 

H3 A 4862.685 

Hy A 4341.684 

Be A 3646 -

Pa A 18756.061 

P3 A 12821.532 

Pc A 8206 

Bra A 40522.415 

Brc A 1458.8 

PFc A 22794 
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n.R. . = n.B. . f c f ,  J  dv. (3.42) 
1 1] 1 1] vv 

Since the absorption profile is a sharply peaked function of v, I have 

that _ 
n.R.. = n.B.. J , (3.A3) 
i i] x xj v 

where the total cross-section for absorption is 

a.. = B.. hv../4u, (3.44) 
13 ij ij 

2 7T0 and a.. = f ., where the oscillator strength, f.., includes the 
xj mc xj ij 

appropriate Gaunt factor. Following Auer et al. (1972) I set = B^ 

(T ,) for a fixed transition. Hence for a line transition with a 
rad 

fixed radiation temperature, T the upward rate per atom is 

R. . = — f. . B (T ). (3.45) 
xj hV. . mc xj V rad 

ij 

The number of downward emissions is composed of the sum of 

spontaneous and stimulated emissions in the line transition. The total 

downward rate from level j to level i is (Mihalas 1978) 

n. R'.. = n.(A.. + B.. J..), or (3.46) 
J J i J J i Ji iJ 

n.R'.. = n. (4ir/hv . . ) (g.a. ./g. ) [2hv?./c^ +J..]. (3.47) 
J J i J ij x xj j xj xj 

The total upward and downward rates can be related by multi-

Si  
plying Eq. (3.46) by n. — and multiplying Eq. (3.47) by n.. This 

3 gj i 

eventually leads to 
2hvT. , 

R'. . = — R. . [1+—^-==-]. (3.48) 
J i g .  i j  2  J  -  .  

J c Jxj 

For a fixed transition I again have = ®y(Tracj)> following Auer et 

al. (1972). Substituting this expression into Eq. (3.48) yields 
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hv../k T , 
„, _ , in rad R .. = R.. g./g. e 
jx IJ 6i 

From the Boltzmann equation this can be rewritten as 

* 
n . 

R ' . .  =  R . .  |  ,  ( 3 . 4 9 )  
Ji xj T " ' 

rad 

•k * 
where n. and n. denote the LTE populations for levels i and j 

i 3 

evaluated at the radiation temperature, T j. 

Photoionizations and Radiative Recombinations. The rate for 

direct photoionizations from bound level i to the continuum level k is 

J 

n R.. = 4iTn. /  a  (v )  dv  ,  ( 3 .50 )  
k lk x V lk hV 

o 

where, as before, J = B (T ,) for fixed transitions. The rates are 
V V rad 

explicitly solved for the Lyman continuum in this investigation. The 

total downward rate is composed of spontaneous and stimulated recom

binations. The spontaneous recombinations represent a coupling of the 

given bound-free transition to the local thermal pool. Hence the 

spontaneous captures are in LTE (Mihalas 1970). By detailed-balancing 

arguments (Mihalas 1970), the LTE rate of photoionizations must equal 

the number of spontaneous recombinations corrected for stimulated 

emissions. Thus 

*  , T .  *  7  a ik ( V ) v  n  -hv /kT  (  .  
n k  *k i  "  4 T r n i  f v  t o T ~  ( 1 _ e  ) d V '  ( 3 - 5 1 )  

o 
o r» *  

R k .  =  ^  dv  (hv )  1 a . k (v)Bv(l-e~hV/kT). (3 .52 )  
n k  °  
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The calculated rate must apply per ion in non-LTE as well 

(Mihalas 1978). This is fundamentally due to the fact that recombina

tion is a collisional process which is proportional to n^ • ng and to 

the electron temperature, T . Therefore the non-LTE rate for spon

taneous recombination is 

, *, *s , °? °ik(v) 2hV3 -hv/kT , M 
nk\i= nk(ni /nk> ATT fy>~ht r e dv- (3>53) 

o c 

The Saha equation can be expressed as 

niX*-ne*ik(Te>' (3'54) 

where is the temperature dependence of the Saha equation. So 

nk^ki a nkne^ik r̂i'e^ which shows the explicit dependence of the spon

taneous recombination rate on the product of the electron and ion 

densities and a function of temperature. 

The stimulated recombination rate follows from similar arguments 

to those given for the spontaneous recombination case. For the general 

non-LTE case the actual ion density is used, as before, but now is 

replaced by the actual J . The stimulated recombination rate is now 

given by Mihalas (1978) ^ 
n. oo ot (v) . #. 

nstim x , r lk T -hv/kT, . rr.N n  R  .  =  n .  — 4 TT J —- J e dv. (3.55) 
k  k i  k  * v hv V  

nk 

The total number of recombinations is given by 

3 
Dspon . TjStim . , *. * ,°°, .-1 , xr2hV -hv/kT, 

nk\i +nk\i " 4,rak(ni/nk ) {> (hv) aik(v)I_X + Jvle dv-
O c 

(3.56) 

The reader may note the similarity of the expression in the integrand 
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to the description of the total downward rate for a line transition 

given by Eq. (3.48). The only physical difference is due to the fact 

that there is a continuum of possible frequencies for the case of 

recombination. 

Following Auer et al. (1972) I compute the fixed radiative rates 

by setting (Tracp • As long as the relevant transitions remain 

optically thin the radiative rates can be fixed at the outset of the 

radiative transfer calculation (Ayres 1975). This is physically due to 

control of the rates by the background stellar spectral energy distribu

tion (Auer 1973). When J thermalizes to the local Planck value of the 

Planck function, T , = T .' Near the top of the atmosphere T , assumes 
rad e rad 

a value consistent with the surface value of J^. In the actual computa

tion I set T^^^ = Tg below the optical depth at which begins to 

thermalize to B^. Above this level I adopt a T^^ corresponding to the 

surface value of J . The radiation temperatures for the fixdd line 

transitions are taken from Ayres (1975). The same approach is used in 

the case of the bound-free transitions (except for the Lyman continuum 

which is explicitly calculated). The photoionization rate, given by 

Eq. (3.50), is written as (Auer et al. 1972) 

00 -1 
R., = 4TT / (hv) a B (T ,)dv. (3.57) 
lk ^ v V rad 

Following Basri (1979), Eq. (3.57) is numerically integrated using 

estimates of J, and then Eq. (3.57) is inverted to obtain T ,. 
V rad 

Collisional Rates 

As the temperature in the chromosphere (or photosphere) 

rises and the material becomes more ionized then collisions 
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with electrons predominate. This is due to the long-range nature of 

Coulomb forces and to the flux of impinging electrons at a given point 

in the atmosphere. The collision frequency is proportional to the 

particle flux which in turn is proportional to the particle velocity. 

]/2 
In thermal equilibrium the electron velocities are of order (m^A/me) = 

1/2 
43 A larger than those of ions of atomic weight A. 

The total number of transitions due to collisions with electrons 

of velocity V for a transition i->-j (where i-*j may be a bound-bound or 

bound-free transition) is 

CO 

n_ C i .  =  f  a . .(V)f(V) VdV, (3.58) 
1 1-' o 13 

where (V) is the cross-section, f(V) is the electron velocity 

distribution, and Vq corresponds to the threshold energy of the transi

tion. Since the velocity distribution is the Maxwell distribution the 

collisional processes are in detailed balance. Therefore 

n. C.. = n. C.. , (3.59) 
i  U  3  J 1  

A & 
where n^ and n^ are the LTE populations for the lower and upper levels 

of the transition. The total number of downward transitions are then 

given by 

n.C.. = n. (n. /n. ) C... (3.60) 
] J i J ij 

In the case of collisional recombination n^ = n^ for hydrogen, where 

n^ is the proton density. For each depth in the atmosphere the colli

sion rate matrix C is calculated. The elements C.. of the matrix are 
ij 

related by the condition of detailed balance, Eq. (3.59), while the 

diagonal elements C_^ are by definition zero. 
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The collisional excitation and ionization rates can be expressed 

as 
C. . = £2. . (T )n , (3.61) 
xj IJ e e 

where n is the electron density and 9 , . .  is the rate coefficient which 
e 

is of the form (Mihalas 1970) 

1/2 -hv.,/kT f 

a.. a T a e. (3-62) 
ij e 

The collisional rates for hydrogen ionization are taken from Mihalas 

(1967b). For the i ->i + 1 excitations the rate coefficients of Golden 

and Sampson (1971) are used, with the exception of the Ly a transition. 

For this case the experimental results of Crandall et al. (1974) are 

used. The remaining collisional excitation rates are based upon the 

semi-empirical estimates of Sampson and Golden (1970), 

Background Opacities and Emissivities. The opacity at each 

frequency can be generall expressed as 

- x/ + xj , (3.63) 

& b 
where xv is the line opacity and is the background opacity. In the 

model atmosphere calculation performed in this investigation I compute 

background opacities and emissivities for the transitions considered, 

at each frequency point in the line, at each depth point in the 

atmosphere. The first five bound-free continua of hydrogen are in

cluded in the opacity calculation, allowing for departures from LTE in 

the Lyman continuum (Mihalas 1967a). The hydrogen free-free opacity is 

treated in LTE. 
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The bound-free absorption cross-sections from level n are 

(Mihalas 1978) 

29 gn^^ a = 2.815 x 10 ' ° q , (3.64) 
Vn 

n V 

where Sn(^) i-s appropriate Gaunt factor at frequency v. The 

hydrogen opacity per gram due to photoionizations is (Mihalas 1967a) 

1 ,, 1 -hv/kTp. 1 5 -nv/kT 
\> " p )+p J2 >• (3-65) 

^where n^ is the. density of hydrogen in state i and p is the total mass 

density. Note that a correction for stimulated recombination is in

cluded as well as an allowance for non-LTE in the Lyman continuum 

through the ground state departure coefficient b^ (Mihalas 1967a, 1978; 

Beebe and Milkey 1972). The corresponding emissivity per gram is 

assumed to be given by Kirchoff's Law: 

e = k B J (3.66) 
V V V 

These relations are depth dependent because njj. and p are 

depth dependent as dictated by the constraint of hydrostatic equilibrium. 

The hydrogen free-free opacity per gram is (Mihalas 1978) 

„ - 1 3.69 xlO8 . -1/2 "hVff/kTe. ,, ,7. 
ff p ^3 gff ^e' ̂ e nenp e (3.67) 

where g,.,. (T ,v) is the free-free Gaunt factor (Mihalas 1967b), n is 
t i e  e  

tne electron density, n^ is the proton density, and Tg is the electron 

temperature. As before, the absorptivity and emissivity are related by 

eff • kffW- (3>68) 
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Finally, the opacity due to electron scattering, H , H^, 

neutral carbon, magnesium, and silicon is included. The opacity calcu

lations include corrections for stimulated emission. The free-free 

term in the H opacity is given by John (1964) and the bound-free term 

is given by Geltman (1962). The opacity is described by Gingerich 

(1964) and the bound-free CI opacity is given by Peach (1967). Finally, 

the opacity due to Si and Mg are calculated according to Gingerich and 

Rich (1968). These sources of opacity are computed in LTE and the 

opacities and emissivities are related by Kirchoff's Law. 

The molecular opacities due to the oxide bands (TiO and 1^0) and 

CaH bands are implicitly included through the adoption of an M dwarf 

photospheric -model computed by Mould (1976) who includes these opacity 

sources. The opacity due to CO is omitted since it is not included in 

the photospheric models developed by Mould (1976), and a detailed, 

numerically complex non-LTE analysis is required for CO because de

partures from LTE may be important in the CO line formation (Heasley et 

al. 1978). I note, however, that the results by Heasley et al. (1978) 

are for the specific case of Arcturus and therefo-re may not be 

applicable to the problem of CO line formation in the more dense 

atmospheres of M dwarf stars. In the following I describe the ioniza

tion and hydrostatic equilibrium. The method of the approach is similar 

to that adopted by Gray (1976) and Basri (1979). 

The Hydrostatic and Ionization Equilibrium 

The choice of mass column density, m, as the independent depth 

parameter is dictated by the lack of spatial resolution in stellar 
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observations. Thus a geometrical height scale is rendered irrelevant 

for comparisons between observational and theoretical results. Further

more, a mass column density scale possesses the convenient property of 

essentially being proportional to the optical depth scale of any 

opacity which is proportional to n , the total hydrogen density (Ayres, 

Linsky and Shine 1974). Such opacity sources include Ca II H and K, 

Mg II h and k, the Lyman continuum, etc. Finally, the condition for 

hydrostatic equilibrium can be simply expressed by the algebraic 

relation 

Ptotal " (3'69> 

where g is the stellar surface gravity. Implicit in this expression is 

the assumption that radiation pressure is negligible in M dwarfs 

(Schwarzschild 1958). The total pressure is composed of the gas 

pressure, P , and the turbulent pressure, Pr , or 
8 ^>t 

P„ „ = P + Pr . (3.70) 
total g £ 

The turbulenc pressure is 

P£t - 1/2 p£t2, (3.71) 

where p is the mass density and £ is the microturbulent velocity. The 

gas pressure is given by the perfect gas law 

P = n k T , (3.72) 
g total e 

where ntotâ  i-s the total particle density and Tg is the electron 

temperature. The electron temperature and the kinetic temperature of 

atoms and ions are essentially identical (Bohm 1960). The mass density 

is given by 
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P = neffie +nHmH^j (nj ^' (3.73) 

where m is the electron mas.3. The summation over j includes all 
e 

important constituents of the atmosphere. The abundance and atomic 

weight of the jth element relative to hydrogen are N^/N^ and UK/DI^, 

respectively. The abundances are assumed to be solar and their values 

are taken from Lambert and Warner (1968). These values are summarized 

in Table 8. I assume solar abundances since (1) there are no metal 

abundance determinations for the M dwarf stars discussed in this 

dissertation; and (2) the stars considered here, including GL All which 

is classified as a member of the halo population (Veeder 1974), are 

within ~ 20 pc of the Sun. Thus the stars in the sample discussed in 

this investigation are in the solar neighborhood at distances from the 

Sun which are each much less than a galactic scale height (Chapter 2). 

I also note, parenthetically, that metal abundance determinations 

according to current methods can yield inaccurate results for stars 

which have chromospheres (Giampapa, Worden, and Gilliam (1979). The 

total particle density is 

n. , = n + n £ n./n , (3.74) 
total e H j J H 

Thus the total pressure is 

Ptotal " ̂  = Pe + nHAkTe + l/2„H™#5t2+l/2„eIle!5t2, (3.75) 

where P = n kT is the electron pressure and I have defined A = In/n 
e e e j 3 H 

and u, = £(n. /n„) (m. /m„) . Noting that n„A = n - n yields 
j j H  j H  H  t o t a l  e  

•v 5t2 5t2 v ct
2 

- W1+T 2ET-> +Ve 2l^ + pg <3"76 
e e e 
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Table 8. Metal Abundances 

Element 
Abundance 

(relative to H) 

H 1.0 

He 0.08 

C 4.17(-4) 

N 8.71(-5) 

0 6.92(-4) 

Na 1.905(-6) 

Mg 3.98(-5) 

A1 3.3(-6) 

Si 4.47(-5) 

S 1.585(-5) 

K 1.445(-7) 

Ca 2.24(-6) 

Cr 5.13(-7) 

Fe 3.16(-5) 

Ni 1.905(-6) 
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The gas pressure is then 

c 2 

Em + Pe 2kf" (~ - V 
p
g -j±- (3.77) 

i + is-Si 
2kT A 

e 

The solution for the gas pressure explicitly includes the electron 

pressure. An expression for the electron pressure can be derived 

through consideration of the ionization equilibrium. 

In the treatment of the ionization balance I consider only the 

neutral and first ionization stages. Second ionizations of metals are 

neglected since the second ionization potentials are greater than the 

ionization potential for hydrogen (Allen 1976). Thus when second 

ionizations are important, the principal source of electrons will be 

hydrogen by virtue of its overwhelming abundance. By assumption (3) 

I can write the Saha equation 

n. ,/n .=(}). (T )/P , (3.78) 
ij 03 J e e 

where n is the number density of neutrals, n„ is the number density 

of ions, and 
"l 5/2 -(5040x /kT ) 

<j>(T ) - 0.6665 Tji T 10 , (3.79) 
o 

where U /U is the ratio of ionic to neutral partition functions. By 

neglect of second ionizations I have that 

n . = n. . , (3.80) 
ej ij 

where n^ represents the electrons contributed by the jth element. 

The total number density of species j is 
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n . = n . + n . . = n . + n . ,  ( 3 . 8 1 )  
3 03 13 oj ej 

which leads to 
n.<j). (T )/P 

"ej - iVcO/P «-82> 
3 e e 

by Eq. (3.77). The electron and gas pressures are P = E n . kT and 
e j ej e 

P = £ (n. + n .) kT . respectively. The electron pressure, in terms of 
8 j 3 ej' e' 

the gas pressure, is 
ZAj{<|)j(Te)/Pe[l+((.j(Te)/Pe]} 

Pe=?g U. (l+{<J> (T )/P 11+4> (T )/P 1}) (3.83) 
j  J  3  e  e  j e e  

where A. E n./n . The expression is transcendental in P and a double-
3 3 H e 

iterative scheme is employed to determine P£ and P^ from initial guesses 

for these quantities. Initial estimates of P and P are taken from 
e g 

either a previous model calculation or from 

F 2 

p
g

?  g m / < 1  +  •  ( 3 - 8 4 '  

and 
P X 

P e = M X  •  ( 3 " 8 5 )  

where 

X = V[({>H + (Pg/10°)]' (3'86) 

From an estimate of P a value for P is derived from Eq. (3.82). This 
g e 

value of P is then used in Eq. (3.76) to determine P . Stable con-
e g 

vergence to within 1% is attained for P and P after a few iterations. 
e g 



Summary 

The previous sections essentially describe how non-LTE in 

hydrogen is taken into account. Once the departures from LTE are 

calculated, non-LTE values for the (T^) terms in the Saha equation 

can be employed by the double-iterative scheme that is used to 

calculate the gas and electron pressures (see previous section). The 

total particle and electron number densities immediately follow from 

the gas and electron pressures via the perfect gas law. The total 

hydrogen density for hydrogen in all forms is 

nH " (ntotal " ne>/A' <3'87) 

The abundances are relative to n . To find the number density of 
H 

atomic hydrogen, I take into account the other forms of hydrogen; H+, 

H^, H , and H . The number densities of the molecules are determined 

according to Mihalas (1967b), assuming LTE. The entire scheme for the 

solution of the coupled equations of radiative transfer and statistical 

equilibrium described in this chapter yields a fully self-consistent 

ionization balanced model atmosphere. I can now proceed to the 

spectral synthesis of the Ca II K-line and other chromospheric lines. 



CHAPTER 4 

SPECTRAL SYNTHESIS OF THE Ca II K-LINE 

In this chapter I describe the spectral synthesis formalism used 

to construct model chromospheres for dMe and dM stars based upon the 

observed Ca II K-line profiles presented in Chapter 2 and the input 

model atmospheres derived in Chapter 3. Included in this discussion is 

a description of the adopted Ca II atomic models along with the rele

vant radiative and collisional rates. The coupled equations of radia

tive transfer and statistical equilibrium are solved by the complete 

linearization method (Chapter 3), initially in the complete redistribu

tion (CRD) approximation. The resulting Ca II non-LTE level populations 

are used as input for the more accurate partial redistribution (PRD) 

formulation of the line transfer problem. I describe any systematic 

trends present in the resulting chromospheric models and discuss the 

underlying physical causes which give rise to the theoretically inferred 

model properties. 

Model Atom and Atomic Data 

I use a three-level-plus-continuum representation for Ca II. 

2 2 
The levels considered are the 4s ground state (level 1), 4p P3/2 

2 
excited state (level 3), the 3d metastable level (level 2), and the 

Ca III continuum (Figure 22). I treat the neutral fraction Ca I/Ca II 

in LTE (Ayres and Linsky 1975) and explicitly solve the coupled 

equations of radiative transfer and statistical equilibrium in the CRD 

90 
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Figure 22. Model calcium atom showing important line transitions. 



approximation for the permitted radiative transitions Ca II K (1-3, 

A3934&)  and the subordinate infrared triplet line (2 -3 ,  A8542A). In the 

interest of numerical simplicity I avoid a full five-level treatment 

(i.e., calculating the H and K lines, and all three infrared triplet 

lines). According to Ayres et al. (1976) the differences in the K line 

profile between a five-level and a three-level treatment are found to be 

minimal in the specific cases of the dwarf stars a Cen A (G2V) and 

a Cen B (K1V). All levels are coupled by collisions and the collision 

rate coefficients are taken from Shine and Linsky (1974). Photo-

ionizations from the three bound levels are treated as fixed rates by 

specifying a radiation temperature, T j, for the particular bound-free 

transition. The photoionization cross sections are given by Shine and 

Linsky (1974). The radiation temperatures are determined according to 

the method described in Chapter 3. In practice I find, as do Ayres et 

al. (1976), that large errors in T . have little effect on the emergent 
rad 

profiles of the collision dominated K-line. The radiative damping 

constants and van der Waals broadening constants for the K-line and the 

A8542 line are taken from Shine and Linsky (1974). The assumed 

abundance is Ca/H = 2.141(-6) (Lambert and Warner 1968). The reasons 

for assuming solar abundances were given in Chapter 3. if solar 

abundance is an overestimate for a given M dwarf star then I may 

slightly underestimate the density of the chromosphere; if the assump

tion of solar abundances is an underestimate of the metallicity for a 

given M dwarf star then I may slightly overestimate chromospheric 

densities. In any event, the basic conclusions concerning the nature 

of the chromospheric thermal structure in dMe and dM stars will not be 



changed. I adopt 2.6(-6) ned for the Ca II Stark broadening parameter, 
< 

where n„ is the electron density at depth d (Raymer 1979). The corn
ed 

bined effect of these broadening mechanisms is described by a depth 

dependent Voigt profile with damping constant a_ such that 

a = (4.1) 
i 

where is the ith broadening mechanism and Av^ is the Doppler width 

at depth d. In the following I describe the PRD refinement of the CRD 

computation which finally yields the emergent Ca II K-line profile for 

a given thermal structure. 

Line Formation with Complete and 
Partial Redistribution 

In the scattering process a redistribution function is employed 

to describe the change in photon frequency and direction. The redistri

bution function is given by (Mihalas 1978) 

R(v',n';v,n) dv' dv(d(V/4TT) (du)/4iT) , (4.2) 

which gives the joint probability that a photon will be scattered from 

direction n_' in solid angle do)' and frequency range (vJ , v' + dv') into 

frequency range (V, V + dv), direction ii and solid angle dco. The two 

extreme cases of the scattering process are complete redistribution 

(CRD) and coherent scattering (i.e., v' = v). In CRD there is no 

correlation between incoming and scattered photons. The assumption of 

CRD is particularly applicable when the impact approximation strongly 

prevails. In addition, Thomas (1957) has shown that CRD is a good 

approximation in the line core (|AA|<_ 3|AA^|) and it further provides 



an excellent first approximation in line transfer problems. Finally, 

Thomas (1957) has shown that the assumption of CRD leads to a frequency 

independent source function and Doppler shifts redistribute the photons 

in frequency. However, the assumption of CRD fails to accurately 

predict the observed center-to-limb behavior of the solar Ca II H and K 

lines (Linsky and Avrett 1970) and the solar Lyman a.profile (Vernazza 

1972, Vernazza et al. 1973, Beebe and Milkey 1972). The discrepancy 

is removed when coherent scattering (in the rest frame of the atom) in 

the resonance line damping wings is taken into account (Milkey and 

Mihalas 1973). This method of approach to the line transfer problem 

which essentially incorporates elements of both CRD and coherent 

scattering is referred to as partial redistribution (PRD). The angle-

averaged redistribution function is expressed as 

R(v ,  v ' )  -  (1  -  yv)Rn (v ,  V ' ) + Y V R I I ] ;  (v .  V ) ,  (4 .3 )  

where y E 6 /(6 +6) is the incoherence fraction. The factors 6 and 
' c c r r 

6c are the radiative and collisional damping widths, respectively. A 

fraction y of the atoms in a particular upper state are expected to 

suffer collisions which completely redistribute the atoms among the 

substates of the upper state. The remaining fraction (1 - y) are 

expected to decay radiatively and emit coherently in the rest frame of 

the atom. The functions R^ and R^-jj- are derived by Hummer (1962). 

The redistribution function R^ is applicable to the case where there is 

radiation damping in the upper state and coherence in the atomic rest 

frame. The redistribution function Rjjj represents complete redistribu

tion in the rest frame of the atom. The incoherence fraction, y, is 



assumed to be frequency independent and Rj j j  is assumed to be true 

complete redistribution thus ignoring any residual Doppler coherency 

(Mihalas 1978, Jefferies 1968). Therefore V1) -*• . The 

function simulates nearly complete redistribution in the line core 

and then becomes nearly coherent in the line wings. The physical basis 

of this dichotomy is the following: within the line core most of the 

emissions are from atoms absorbing at line center and moving with 

velocities corresponding to Av/Av^ £ 2.5 (Mihalas 1978). For incident 

frequencies in the line wings the number of atoms with sufficiently 

high velocity to absorb at line center declines exponentially (Jefferies 

1968). Thus most emissions arise from atoms with low velocities and 

absorbing in the line-wing. The resultant scattering is coherent in 

the atomic rest frame and the atoms are nearly at rest in the frame of 

the observer. Hence the scattering is nearly coherent in the laboratory 

frame as well. In summary, there is Doppler redistribution and strong 

noncoherence in the line^-core. In the line wing the scattering is nearly 

coherent. This particular case describes scattering by a resonance line 

that is broadened by radiation damping. The function is assumed to 

be either a delta function or a combination of CRD and a delta 

function, The redistribution functions R^(v, v') an<3 Rjjj(V> ^ are 

giyen in a tabulated form by Basri (1979) out to five Doppler widths, 

in intervals of 0.2 Doppler widths across the Voigt profile at each 

depth point, Beyond five Doppler widths of line center (i.e., 

arbitrarily far out into the line wings) analytical expressions are 

available for Rj-jj (Adams, Hummer, and Rybicki 1971). Evaluation of R^ 

follows from the coherent nature of the scattering in the line wings and 
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the subsequent Doppler redistribution, Hnce the maximum of is at 

Av' for each Av' in the wings. Furthermore the principal contribution 

to the function is within three Doppler widths of the particular Av' .  

The PRD functions are delta functions convolved with a Maxwellian velo

city distribution. The coupled equations of statistical equilibrium and 

radiative transfer are again solved by utilizing the complete lineariza

tion technique described in Chapter 3. The partial redistribution 

modifications involve splitting the upper state into substates, one for 

each frequency point in the line and solving the radiative transfer and 

statistical equilibrium for each substate to obtain the correct emission 

profile. The resulting frequency dependent line source function in the 

PRD approximation can be written as (Mihalas 1978) 

-1 
S£(v) = (1-E)<j>v /R(v', v) Jv'dv' + eB v> (A.4) 

where £ = e' (1+e) and e' is basically a ratio of the collisional to 

the radiative rate. By contrast, the frequency independent line source 

function in the CRD approximation can be written as (Mihalas 1978) 

PRD 
= (l-e) /<f>vJvdv+eBv. (4.5) 

I use the populations and the mean intensities obtained from the 

complete redistribution solution to begin the partial redistribution 

calculation. In the PRD refinement of the CRD solution I use a two-

level representation of Ca II, explicitly calculating the K-line pro

file. This approach is used in the interest of simplicity and numerical 

tractabilityt The code has been modified to account for the presence of 

the Ca II metastable states by including a fixed percentage C~6%) of 



complete redistribution to mimic the fraction of noncoherence 

attributable to the infrared triplet (Ayres and Linsky 1975). This 

approximation is found by Ayres and Linsky to be in excellent agreement 

with the numerically more elaborate five-level calculations by Shine et 

ali (1975a) and Gingerich et al. (1971) for a solar model. I note, 

parenthetically, that an incoherence rate of -3% is applicable in the 

case of supergiant chromospheres for which the infrared triplet lines 

are optically thin (Basri 1979). In summary, the diffusion of photons 

to the line wings is limited by the fact that Doppler shifting is 

produced by a Maxwellian velocity distribution and very little shifting 

occurs beyond approximately three Doppler widths (Jefferies 1968). The 

CRD approximation ignores this fact and allows photons to diffuse 

arbitrarily far into the line wings. Hence the line thermalizes when 

continuum thermalization begins to dominate in the far line wings 

(Basri 1979). The PRD treatment takes into account the coherent 

scattering in the line wings. The resultant PRD line source function 

thermalizes to the Planck function sooner than the CRD source function. 

This is due to the coherent nature of the scattering process in the 

line^wings which actually inhibits photon escape from the line-core. 

Thus the line core thermalizes more rapidly because the net escape 

probability for core photons to the line wings is reduced (Mihalas 1978). 

The resulting frequency-dependent source function in the line-

wings is substantially below the corresponding CRD source function since 

core photons cannot diffuse into the wings as efficiently (Milkey and 

Mihalas 1973), 
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Summary of Radiative Transfer Calculation 

The procedure for calculating a semi-empirical model chromo

sphere based upon the Ca II K-line has been outlined in detail in 

Chapter 3 and in the previous sections of this chapter. In summary, I 

specify an input thermal structure (representing the chromosphere) as a 

run of temperature, T , with mass column density, m, and microturbulent 
e 

velocity, . I adjoin this thermal structure to a suitable M dwarf 

photospheric model given by Mould (1976). I then solve a multilevel 

CRD hydrogen problem to obtain the electron density and non-LTE hydrogen 

level populations at each depth. Once the fully self-consistent ioniza

tion balanced model atmosphere is obtained, I proceed to the multilevel 

CRD Ca II computation. The resulting non-LTE level populations for Ca 

II are then used as the input for the two-level PRD refinement of the 

CRD calculation. The PRD computation yields a theoretical K-line pro

file which I then convolve with the instrumental profile. I represent 

the instrumental profile by a Gaussian with a FWHM equal to the instru

mental resolution. The actual convolution is accomplished with the 

Cooleyr-Tukey Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) routine for an arbitrary 

number of data points. I compare the resulting line profile to the 

observed profile and, if necessary, adjust the chromospheric thermal 

structure until the best possible agreement between the theoretical 

profile and the observations is achieved. Finally I repeat the afore

mentioned steps to obtain a fully self-consistent model atmosphere. I 

will now describe the results of this semi-empirical approach for a 

sample of dMe and dM stars. 
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Results 

I adjoin a chromospheric temperature rise, Te(m), to an 

M dwarf photospheric model given by Mould (1976). The model photo

spheres constructed by Mould (1976) represent a limited range in gravity 

(log g = 4.75 and log g = 5.75) and they have coarse resolution in 

effective temperature for the range of T _ values considered (3000K to 
eft 

4250K in increments of 250K). The two dM and three dMe stars I discuss 

in this section are single stars. Hence reliable measurements of the 

surface gravity for each star are unavailable. I obtain estimates of 

the surface gravity for each star from estimates of the stellar radii 

and masses. The radii are inferred from the angular diameter relations 

of Barnes and Evans (1976) and the distances based upon the parallaxes 

given by Gliese (1969). I estimate the masses by interpolating along 

the main sequence among the evolutionary tracks of Iben (1965) and 

Hayashi (1966) or taken from Allen (1976). I find that the log g = 4.75 

photospheric models of Mould (1976) are more compatible with the surface 

gravity estimates for the stars in this investigation than are the log 

g = 5.75 photospheric models. The observational results given in 

Chapter 2 (see Figure 18) suggest that the chromospheric scaling laws 

developed by Ayres (1979) may be applicable to the M dwarf stars. 

These laws predict that the Ca II line widths, AA^ and AAJ^' an(̂  

mass column density at the temperature minimum, m £n' are only weakly 

dependent upon stellar gravity. In particular, Ayres (1979) finds that 

~ g and AAy ~ g and m . ~ g Therefore I conclude 
^1 1^2 mm 

that discrepancies between the adopted model stellar gravity and the 

actual stellar gravity are unimportant for this study. The inferred 
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T rc values (Chapter 2, Table 4) for the dMe and dM stars discussed in 
ef f 

this chapter are similar to the T values for the adopted model 

photospheres. The differences are minor especially in view of the in

significant radiative equilibrium contribution to the total Ca II K-

line flux (Chapter 2). The stars for which I present model chromo

spheres, their spectral types, and the adopted photospheric models 

(Mould 1976) are listed in order of decreasing value (Chapter 2) in 

Table 9. Rather than using the electron densities tabulated by Mould 

(1976), I re-solve for the photospheric structure in order to obtain a 

fully self-consistent model atmosphere. The computed photospheric 

electron densities differ from the tabulated values at given T , m, and 

P by less than 2%. 
g 

Table 9. Adopted Photospheric Models 

Star Sp Type 
"HK 

T 
eff 

Log g 

EQ Vir dK5e 8.8(-5) 4250 4.75 

GL 616.2 dMl.5e 3.2(-5) 3500 4.75 

YZ CMi dM4.5e 2.7(-5) 3250 4.75 

GL 393 dM2 0.54(-5) 3500 4.75 

GL 411 dM2 0.14(-5) 3500 4.75 
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The location of the temperature minimum is considered the 

boundary between the upper stellar photosphere and the stellar chromo

sphere thus dividing the stellar atmosphere into two distinct tempera

ture regimes. More specifically 

dT/dh < 0, m > m . , (A.6) 
mxn 

d T / d h  > 0 , m < m . .  ( 4 . 7 )  
' mm 

The temperature distribution in a grey atmosphere will mono-

tonically decrease outward to a limiting value T /T^^ = 0.811 (Mihalas 

1978) if photospheric radiation dominates the local heating. However, 

if additional sources of heating are present, such as the dissipation 

of mechanical energy (nonradiative heating), then a temperature inver

sion may occur at a critical height mm̂ n* particular, if the non-

radiative heating does not decrease outward at a rate proportional to 

m or faster then this additional heating will become comparable to the 

heating by photospheric radiation (Ayres 1979). As a result the 

radiative losses can no longer balance the nonradiative heating. Hence 

the temperature rises. This is the physical basis for the existence of 

a temperature minimum region followed by a chromospheric temperature 

rise. The relationship between an assumed mechanical energy flux, a 

radiative equilibrium temperature structure, and a chromospheric 

temperature rise is depicted schematically in Figure 23. I determine 

the location of the temperature minimum, m n̂» by adjusting the thermal 

structure in m at an adopted constant value of T . (T . > T_, (Kn); r mm mm R 1 

Chapter 2) until the base of the emission width of the theoretical 

profile agrees with that of the observed profile. 
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Figure 23. Schematic stellar atmosphere including non-radiative heating. 
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I identify the region between m an(i transition region 

(T r 9000K) as the stellar chromosphere. This region is characterized 

by a temperature inversion and a radiative cooling function dominated 

by collisional excitation of effectively thin, strong resonance and 

subordinate lines such as Ca II H and K, Mg II h and k, and Ha. At low 

temperatures (T < 5000K) the electrons are produced by first ionizations 

of abundant metals while at high temperatures (T > 5000K) the electrons 

are provided by partial ionization of hydrogen (Ayres 1979). I adopt a 

model chromospheric structure which consists of two linear segments 

about an inflection point. The base of the chromosphere is located at 

(m . , T . ) and the top of the chromosphere (or the base of the transi-
mm min 

tion region) is located at (TOoJ = 9000K). The inflection point is 

located at m^ = m|T 6000K' T̂ e uPPer chromospheric (T > 6000K) 

temperature gradient is steeper than the lower chromospheric (T < 6000K) 

temperature gradient in the model chromospheres considered here. I 

divide the chromosphere into two linear segments because I find that the 

flux is very sensitive to the location of m^ while it is insensitive 

to the thermal structure above m,. Furthermore I do not possess the 
b 

requisite data to develop accurate models of the thermal structure above 

m , Hence adjustment of the thermal model in order to obtain agreement 
o 

between the theoretical and observed K-line profiles proceeds through 

adjustment of the lower chromospheric temperature gradient. Kelch et 

al. (1978) and Kelch (1978) find a similar approach necessary to 

calculate semi-empirical chromospheric models based upon the Ca II K 

line. I simulate the beginning of a transition region by including a 

rapid temperature increase above mQ to 20,000K. At the depth point 
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corresponding to Tq = 9000K, a steep temperature rise in a stellar 

chromosphere is expected because the Lyman continuum is no longer an 

efficient radiator above this temperature (Thomas and Athay 1961). How

ever, according to Ayres (1979), the origin of the thermal instability 

is that the principal source of electrons, neutral hydrogen, becomes 

severely depleted by ionization. In addition, the atoms and ions which 

provide radiative cooling (Ha, Mg II h and k, Ca II H and K, etc.) have 

ionization potentials comparable to that of hydrogen (Allen 1976). 

Hence they also ionize when hydrogen becomes ionized. As a result n^ = 

n^ ~ n^ and the electron pressure becomes subject to the constraint of 

hydrostatic equilibrium. Thus n^ decreases with decreasing mass column 

density m. Now if the nonradiative heating decreases outward more 

slowly than m (i.e., d F ,/dhl, < dm/dh = p(h)) then the chromo-
mecn h 

spheric plasma becomes thermally unstable at a height mQ, where T > 

9000K. This is the physical basis for the existence of a transition 

region (Ayres 1979). A new thermal equilibrium is achieved near coronal 

temperatures where heat conduction and stellar wind losses begin to 

dominate the plasma energy balance (Ayres 1979). As expected, I find 

that the calculated K-line flux and profile is insensitive to the 

transition region thermal structure. This is, of course, due to the 

fact that Ca II is completely ionized at these temperatures. After 

specifying a thermal structure, Tg (m), ̂ (m), in terms of the afore

mentioned inflection points, a linear interpolation in log m is made 

between each of these points with the desired grid spacing. The result 

is a model atmosphere consisting of linear segments within each of 

which dT/d log m and d £t/d log m are constant. 
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I illustrate in Figures 24-38 the (1) inferred semi-empirical 

stellar model chromosphere, (2) the emergent theoretical K-line profile, 

and (3) the theoretical profile convolved with the instrumental profile, 

and the observed profile for each of the five stars listed in Table 9. 

A rotation measure of V sin i ~ 10 km s ̂  is given by Smith (1980) for 

the dK5e star EQ Vir. I therefore convolve the theoretical profile 

computed for EQ Vir with a rotational profile. The rotational profile 

is (Gray 1976) ? i /o ? 
2(l-e) [1-(AA/AA ) ] + 1/2TTE [1-(AA/AA )z] 

G(AA) ttAX (l-e/3) ~ (4"8> 
Ij 

where AA = (A V sin i)/c and e is a constant for an assumed limb 
Ju 

darkening law (for which e < 1) . I neglect limb darkening in the K-line 

(e = 0) since (1) the limb darkening is small (which is also true for 

the solar K-line; Zirin 1966) and (2) uncertainties in e numerically 

mimic uncertainties in V sin i. Since the observed K-line profiles are 

symmetric I show only one-half of the observed and theoretical line pro

files in Figures 24-38. The model properties of dM and dMe stellar 

chromospheres are summarized in Table 10 and a more detailed tabulation 

of the model chromospheres is given in Appendix A. 

I note that the K^ feature is not readily apparent in either the 

observed or theoretical K-line profiles. This may be a result of the 

shallow temperature gradient in the upper photosphere and temperature 

minimum region, as seen in Figures 24-38. In addition, the computed 

line wings are brighter than the observed K-line wings for the stars in 

the sample considered here. The adoption of a photospheric model with a 

value of T£££ higher than the actual effective temperature of the star 
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Figure 25. Theoretical K-line profile: EQ Vir. 
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Figure 26. The observed K-line profile and the theoretical K-line 
profile convolved with both the instrumental profile and 
a rotational profile: EQ Vir. 
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Figure 28. Theoretical K-line profile: GL 616.2. 
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Figure 29. The observed K-line profile and the theoretical K-line 
profile convolved with the instrumental profile: GL 616.2. 
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profile convolved with the instrumental profile: YZ CMi. 
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Figure 34. Theoretical K-line profile: GL 393. 
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Figure 35. The observed K-line profile and the theoretical K-line profile convolved with the 
instrumental profile: GL 393. 
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Figure 37. Theoretical K-line profile: GL 411. 
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Figure 38. The observed K-line profile and the theoretical K-line 
profile convolved with the instrumental profile: GL 411. 



Table 10. Model Properties for dMe and dM Stellar Chromospheres. 

Star T . /T 
mm eft 

b 
m . 
mm 

b 
m6 

b 
m0 

b 
m20 

!°g ne 
(6000K) 

log n 
(9000K) 

o
 
o
 

EQ Vir 0.82 (0.80) 7.00(-l) 125(-5) 50.0(--6) 32.0(—7) 11.8 12.0 2 

GL 616.2 0.86 (0.86) 3.50(-l) 12.8(—5 7.5 0 (--6) 8.00(-7) 11.3 11.2 2 

YZ CMi 0.94 (0.97) 1.55(-1) 9.75(—5) 3.16 (--6) 3.20(-7) 11.2 10.9 2 

GL 393 0.88 (0.88) 0.45(-l) 3. 25(-5) 1.00(--6) 1.00(-7) 10.9 10.4 2 

GL 411 0.88(0.88) 0.03(-l) 1.50(-5) 

O
 
O
 

i—1 

-6) 0.10(-7) 10.8 10.3 0.1 

£ 
The second number in parentheses is the ratio of Tm̂ n to the actual effective temperature. The 
preceding number is with respect to the model value of Teff' 

bTT ^ ~2 
Units: g-cm . 

c —1 
Microturbulent velocity in km-s at T = 9000K. 
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would overpredict the K-line wing intensities. However, the consistent 

appearance of the discrepancy between the observed and computed line 

wings implies another underlying physical cause. In particular, the M 
\ 

dwarf model photospheres given by Mould (1976), upon which I base the 

model chromospheres, do not include CO opacity, despite the fact that 

this may be the dominant source of opacity in the upper photospheres of 

cool dwarfs (Johnson 1973). I therefore conclude that more accurate M 

dwarf photospheric models which include the opacity due to CO will be 

required to resolve the discrepancy between the observed and theo

retical K-line wing intensities. An additional feature exhibited by 
\ 

the theoretical emission profiles is a central reversal. The central 

reversal is a consequence of the non-LTE effect of the optical boundary 

through which line photons eventually escape (Jefferies and Thomas 1958). 

The central reversal is absent in the observed profiles. I conclude 

from the theoretical profiles, and the figures which show the result of 

the convolution of the theoretical profiles with the instrumental 

profile, that the instrumental resolution is insufficient to detect any 

central reversal in the observed Ca II K-line profiles (see also 

Chapters 2 and 7). 

An inspection of the model chromospheric properties listed in 

Table 10 reveals a number of systematic trends. The value of the ratio 

^•min^eff "*"S f°r the dMe and dM stars in this sample as compared 

to other active chromosphere dwarfs (Chapter 2; Figure 17) and giants 

(Linsky et al. 1979). This is the result of the shallow temperature 

gradient exhibited by the thermal models in the upper photosphere-

temperature minimum region. Interestingly, Kelch. et al. (1979) conclude 
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that a high T . /T ratio is indicative of unusually high nonradiative 
mm err 

heating in the upper photosphere of a star. I therefore conclude that 

the dissipation of mechanical energy is an important parameter in the 

control of the energy balance in the upper photospheres of M dwarf stars. 

The next four columns of Table 10 show the mass column densities at the 

temperature minimum, m6 (m|T = 6000K); <mlT = 9000K); 3nd m20 

(m|m The value of m . clearly decreases (the temperature 
' T = 20,000K mm J 

minimum moves outward) as decreases. Moreover, the value of the 

mass column density at the other inflection points declines as the 

importance of nonradiative heating decreases in the atmospheres of the 

M dwarf stars considered in this investigation. Since the computed K-

line flux is most sensitive to the lower chromospheric temperature 

structure, I list the values of the temperature gradient in this region 

in Table 11. The similar values of dT/d log m among the stars con

sidered here lead to the following important conclusion: the chromo

spheric K-line emission strength is most sensitive to the total amount 

of chromospheric material within the approximate temperature range 

^mia ~ 6000K. Thus increased emission strength is not simply due to an 

increased temperature gradient. Furthermore, the rise in T^ over the 

region in which the K-line emission core is formed is non-trivial re

gardless of the emission flux. These results are similar to the conclu

sion reached by Cram and Mullan (1979) who find that Balmer-line emis

sion strength in nonspecific model M dwarf chromospheres is sensitive to 

the total amount of material in the temperature range 5500 < T^ < 

50,000K. The results I find, however, differ from the conclusion reached 

by Kelch (1978) and Kelch et al. (1979). These investigators find 



Table 11. Lower Chromospheric Temperature Gradient 
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Star dT/d log m 

EQ Vir -9.1(2) 

GL 616.2 -8.7(2) 

YZ -CMi -9.4(2) 

GL 393 -9.6(2) 

GL 411 -13 (2) 

that the degree of chromospheric line emission is correlated with the 

lower chromospheric temperature gradient, with the "active chromo

sphere" stars having steeper chromospheric temperature gradients than 

the "quiet chromosphere" stars. The range in spectral type studied by 

Kelch et al. (1979) is FOV - MOV. Of course, I confine this investiga

tion to a much narrower range in effective temperature, namely, K5V -

M4.5V. Nevertheless, I do not consider the disagreement between the 

results I find and those given by Kelch et al. (1979) to be a serious 

discrepancy. For example, a steep temperature gradient essentially 

places more chromospheric material within a given temperature range 

thus leading to enhanced chromospheric line emission. However, the 

parameterization of stellar chromospheres according to temperature 

gradient is beset by problems of uniqueness since a variety of tempera

ture gradients can yield the same chromospheric emission line flux. I 

avoid this difficulty through the specification of stellar chromo

spheric models solely according to the chromospheric mass density 
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(within a temperature regime) required to yield the observed 

chromospheric emission line flux. 

Linsky and Avrett (1970) propose a microturbulent velocity model 

for the solar chromosphere which consists of £ = constant = 2 km-s ̂  

in the solar photosphere, and £ increasing linearly in log m from £ = 

-1 -1 2 km-s at T . to £ = £ _ 10 km-s at T; in the chromosphere, 
min t o ~ 6 

Moreover, Kelch et al. (1978) report that this microvelocity model was 

found to fit best the Ca II resonance-line profiles of a CMi and a Cen A. 

However, I find that a solar-like microturbulent velocity distribution 

fails to reproduce the observed Ca II K-line profiles in this sample of 

dMe and dM stars (see Figure 39). Instead I find that a microturbulent 

velocity model with £ = 1 km-s ^ in the stellar photosphere, and 

increasing linearly in log m from £ = 1 km-s ̂  to = 2 km-s ̂  in the 

chromosphere is the most appropriate microvelocity model. I therefore 

conclude that the microturbulent velocities in the chromospheres of M 

dwarf stars are small as compared to solar-like chromospheric micro-

velocity fields. Furthermore, I suggest that chromospheric mass motions 

are inhibited by magnetic fields which pervade the stellar chromosphere 

and therefore lead to small microturbulent velocities. This suggestion 

is corroborated by Shaviv (1980). This investigator finds that in order 

to obtain a convergent interior model for the dM4.5e star., Kruger 60B 

(M/MQ = 0.15; Mullan 1976), he must use a very small value of ^/H^, 

where £ is the mixing-length and is the pressure scale height. 

Shaviv (1980) also hypothesizes that strong interior magnetic fields 

inhibit convective mass motions, which in turn lead to the small £/H 
P • 

value he finds for interior models of Kruger 60B. Finally, I suggest 
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from these results that nonthermal velocity fields are not directly 

correlated with the degree of nonradiative heating in the M dwarf 

chromosphere. In fact, microturbulent velocities may generally be 

inversely correlated with the degree of mechanical energy dissipation 

in stellar chromospheres, in contrast to Athay (1976). In the fol

lowing I will discuss the underlying physical processes which may give 

rise to these results. 

Discussion 

The dM4.5e star YZ CMi is a typical single, dMe star of inter

mediate importance in terms of the degree of nonradiative heating 

present in the atmosphere. The dM2 star GL 411 possesses the lowest 

degree of nonradiative heating, as reflected in its value (Chapter 

2). I therefore display in Figures 40, 41, 42, and 43 the detailed 

atmospheric structure for YZ CMi and GL 411, respectively. Figures 41 

and 43 show the depth dependence of the parameters of the Ca II K-line 

formation process for each star. 

Inspection of Figures 40 and 42 reveals that both - 1 and 

the maximum value of the source function at the K„ peak, , occur I R2 

near T ~ 6000K. Hence the K-line flux is particularly sensitive to the 

location of the inflection point, m^ (i.e., the lower chromospheric 

thermal structure) and insensitive to the thermal structure for m < m,, 
D 

as found in the previous section. From Figures 40 and 42 I note that 

SKJJ =: while , the source function at the base of the K-line 

emission (see Figure 44), is completely dissimilar. I recall that the 

line source function is frequency independent in the complete 
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redistribution (CRD) approximation. Therefore Figures 40 and 42 provide 

post hoc verification of the a_ priori assumption of partial redistribu

tion (PRD) in the method of treatment of the radiative transfer. 

Corroborative evidence is seen in Figures 24-38, in which the theo

retical line profiles exhibit a sharp decline in intensity just outside 

the peaks. This is a typical characteristic which distinguishes 

PRD profiles from CRD profiles (cf. Wilson 1973). However, ^ sk2 

implies, but does not prove, that the emission between and is 

controlled by the Doppler core through Doppler redistribution. There

fore CRD theory can be applied in order to understand line formation in 

this region of the emission core of the K line profile. 

An understanding of the relative values of the theoretical line 

fluxes at K^, K^, and (Figure 44) may be gained through consideration 

of the Eddington-Barbier relation. The Eddington-Barbier relation 

essentially describes the mapping of a sufficiently monochromatic source 

function to a monochromatic fj.ux. The Eddington-Barbier approximation 

is 

FAA = 7TSAA ^TAA = 'O5, (4'9) 

where I have neglected the limb darkening and t » 1. In fact, for a 

source function which is linear, parabolic, or cubic in the value 

of t is tQ = 2/3, 1, and 1.34, respectively (Athay 1972). Moreover, 

the Eddington-Barbier relation is quantitatively obeyed by the solar Ca 

II feature with t = 2/3 (Cram and Ulmschneider 1978). I find for 

= 1 and YZ CMi (Figure 28) that ~ 13 and ~ 6, while 

1T̂ K2 T̂T̂ K^ ~ l-* anc* ~ respectively. I therefore conclude 

that the relative flux for features in the computed K-line profiles 
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for dMe and dM stars are basically consistent with an Eddington-Barbier 

relation. 

The anomalous (with respect to the observed K-line profile) K-

line profile corresponding to a solar microturbulent velocity distribu

tion (Figure 39) can be understood through consideration of the line 

profile function. In particular, the profile function in the Doppler 

2 
core is <J>^ ~ exp [-(AA/AAP) ]. Therefore 

- V e-(M/Ai»)2 . (4-10) 

where x£c is the line-center optical depth and 

% " £ i2kVMc= + 5t2)1/2 • w-n> 

The £ = 1-10 km-s ̂  solar-like microturbulent velocity distribution 

leads to a high value of AA^ resluting in an excessive line width. 

Within the Doppler core AA/AA^ is small for high values of £ . Hence 

TAA = T£C [1"(AA/AAD)2] (4-12) 

for (AA/AA )^ << 1. In the high E, case T., < AA ~ TN by Eq. (4.12). D t FLA D X.C 
Thus ~ 1 and - 1 at the same physical depth in the chromo

sphere and the validity of CRD in the Doppler core implies that 

SM(TAA ~ 1) ~ ^ (̂T  ̂ ~ 1). Hence the emergent fluxes, ^J)» are 

similar by the Eddington-Barbier approximation and lead to enhanced 

total flux in the line, as seen in Figure 39. Furthermore, this 

accounts for the relatively flat F^ distribution within the Doppler 

core of the K-line profile corresponding to the £ = 1-10 km-s distri

bution. Finally, the peak separation in the £ = 1-10 km-s ̂  
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profile is now dominated by the chromospheric velocity field and AAj^ 

is several times greater than the peak separation for the line 

profile with the £ = 1-2 km-s distribution. The position of the 

peak can be understood by realizing that in CRD photons can diffuse to 

the outer Doppler core and escape, lowering the intensity at line 

center and increasing it near AA ~ AA^, thus giving rise to a self-

4 
reversal. In the high £ case begins to decrease significantly 

only near AA ~ AA^ and this is in fact approximately where ̂  is located 

in the theoretical line profiles displayed in Figure 39 and Figures 24 

to 38. In more quantitative terms I find that 

AA = AAd (£n T^/T^)172, (4.13) 

following Eq. (4.10). According to Cram and Mullan (1979) 

AA = AA (£nx )1/2 , (4.14) 
max D c 

where AA is the maximum K„ peak separation and x is the line center 
max 2 c 

optical depth to the center of the stellar chromosphere. For YZ CMi, 

AA - 0..063a and T„ ~ 10  ̂ so AA = 0.19a. The theoretical profile 
J-J JCC IQ3X 

has AAjr^ = 0.12A. Hence there is fair agreement with Eq. (4.14). 

Moreover, the computed values of AA,, for the M dwarfs considered here 
k2 

are similar (0.08a to 0.12&). This is likely due to the fact that 

1/2 
(£nT ) varies only slowly with T . 

c c 

Additional physical insight into the parameters which enter 

into the formulation of the temperature gradient in the region of the 

4, It is interesting to note that a self-reversal is eliminated 
entirely in high pressure transition region model chromospheres 
(Baliunas et al. 1979). 
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Ca II K-line formation can be obtained through consideration of the 

monochromatic optical depths to the base of the emission-line core and 

to the chromospheric maximum in the line-center source function, 

respectively. The departure from CRD beyond the feature (see Figures 

40 and 42) suggests that the radiation transfer beyond is controlled 

by coherent scattering and therefore by the Lorentzian wings (Milkey 

1976). The wavelength dependence of the Lorentz profile function is 

_ 2  
~ ̂  * Therefore the monochromatic optical depth to the base 

of the emission core, in the Lorentzian wings of Ca -.11 K is (Ayres, 

Linsky, and Shine 1974) , 

TAA* « K£ M*AA* ' (A. 15) 

where A „ is the stellar chemical abundance normalized to the solar 
ex, 

value and 

A,  2 
K„ (ire f/mgc) (A^/c ) (TR/4TT ) (A^/1.4 n^) , (4.16) 

according to Shine (1973). The value of for Ca II K is = 1.6 

cm 
2 ""1 2 -g -X . According to Figures 40 and 42 the line source function 

between line center and is approximately frequency-independent. The 

chromospheric maximum in the frequency-independent line source function 

S^ occurs at approximately a thermalization length A below the top 

(T^^ << 1) of the chromosphere (Jefferies and Thomas 1959). In PRD the 

photon exchange between the line core and the damping wings is strongly 

reduced relative to the CRD case. Thus the thermalization of S^ is 

principally controlled by the Doppler core. The thermalization length 

in the Doppler core is A = e \ where e = C ./A . is the probability of 
VIX/ u 

photon destruction by collisional de-excitation (Hummer and Stewart 



1966). Here is the collisional de-excitation rate and is the 

spontaneous decay rate. The line center optical depth corresponding 

to a thermalization length is (Ayres 1979) 

VA = A = Ktc E_1 "A , (4'17) 

where £ is the chromospheric Doppler width in velocity units, m^ is the 

2 
mass column density to = A and = (ne f/mc) (X^/ZTT) 

(A^/l.4 m^), which has the value = 3.6 x 10^ cm^-g ^"-(km-s) ̂  for 

the Ca II K-line (Shine 1973). Solving for m^ and m^ eventually leads 

t0 2 
™A .  r

K Jc  M * T AX*.  , ,  . . .  
log — - -log [-jr- — — ] • (4-IS) 

The temperature gradient is 

dT/d log m ~ 6T/6 log m, (A.19) 

where „ 
K AA T 

6T/5 log m = -6T {log ^ ] 1 , (4.20) 

and 6T = T^ - T^. From the Eddington-Barbier relation I adopt 

The other parameters in Eq. (4.20) are listed in Table 12 for each star. 

The similarity of the values for these parameters among the stars con

sidered here (with the exception of GL 411) combined with the fact that 

the logarithmic function varies slowly, results in similar values of 

the temperature gradient which are also close to the inferred model 

chromosphere values given in Table 11 for each star (again with the 

exception of GL 411). Since analytical expressions for 6T are unavail

able, I cannot offer a complete physical explanation for the values of 

the temperature gradients deduced from the model chromospheres 
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Table 12. Parameters Relating to Model Values of the Temperature 
Gradient 

Star A ~ 1/6 K 6T Eq. (4,20) 

EQ Vir 7.94(1) 0.33X 6.3 3047 1.13(3) 

GL 616.2 5.26(2) 0.32 5.8 2700 1.44(3) 

YZ CMi 9.97(2) 0.24 5.8 2424 1.80(3) 

GL 393 3.15(3) 0.24 5.4 2400 2.70(3) 

GL 411 1.00(4) 0.14 3.8 2408 3.70(3) 

computation. However I can conclude that the values of the chromo— 

spheric Doppler width, the thermalization length, A, and the base 

emission width, AAa, all inferred from the model chromspheres computa

tion, are generally consistent with the value of the temperature 

gradient in the region of the K-line formation. 

Further physical insight into the chromospheric Ca II K-line 

formation can be obtained through consideration of a model atom with two 
t 

bound levels and a continuum, Since Sj^ = Sj^ we may treat the K-line 

emission core in the CRD approximation. In this case the line source 

function -may be written as (Mihalas 1978) 

* 
/D) J dv + EB + r|B 

So = VA ^ V (4.21) £l + e + r| ' 

According to Gebbie and Steinitz (1974), the first term in the 

numerator represents the rate of radiative excitations in the line, the 

second term is a thermal source term representing the creation of line 



photons by collisional excitation,' and the third term represents the 

creation of line photons by indirect collisional and radiative transi

tions (e.g., recombination to the upper state followed by spontaneous 

emission). The first term in the denominator represents the rate of 

direct spontaneous emission in the line; the second, e, the destruction 

of line photons by collisional de-excitation; and the third, n, the 

destruction of line photons by all indirect transitions (e.g., ioniza

tion from the upper state followed by recombination to the ground 

state). This formulation of the line source function was first derived 

by Thomas (.1957). According to Thomas (1957, 1965), a line is collision 

dominated if e > n and eB^ > r)B and the line therefore couples to the 

'  "k  
local value of T . If n > e and riB > eB then the line is photoioniza-

e —• ' v 
\ 

'tion dominated and controlled by T . / T . The line is of mixed 
— — rad e 

"k 
• doraina tion if e > r| but r)B > EB^, or vice versa. The analytical 

expressions for these various source and sink terms are (Mihalas 1978) 

_ (Ruk+Cuk)n£ ̂ ^Sk^ ~g£(R£k+C£k)nu ^u^uk^u ,, 
H - ^ ^ » (4.22) 

Au [n (Rk£+C£k)+nu (RkuV] 

* _ ,2hv3w 8£ \ (R£k+C£k)nu (Rku+Cuk) ,, 
r)B = (—2~)(r"I—) —* * . (4.23) 

u uJ [n (R^+C^+n, (\U+Cuk)] 

C o/A 0 _ _ u£ u£ ,, 
E = l+C /A „ • W-24' 

u£ u£ 

_ 2hv3/c2 eB = o —-—r—— (4.25) 
V hv/kT * v ' 

e -1 

where u, £, and k refer to the upper, lower, and continuum levels in 

the K-line transition, respectively. The depth dependence of the above 
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source-sink terms are shown in Figures 45 and 46 for YZ CMi and GL 411, 

respectively. By inspection of Figures 45 and 46 I find that e > r| and 

eB^ > nB . Thus the Ca II K-line is collisionally controlled. In fact 

the functional form of the source term, r|Bv> is very similar to the run 

of electron density, ng, in the stellare chromosphere. In addition, I 

display in Figure 47 Ca II K-line profiles computed under the assumption 

of radiative equilibrium. More specifically, I adopted an atmospheric 

structure such that T = T . above the model photosphere. The 
mm 

resulting K-line absorption features offer additional corroborative 

evidence for the chromospheric origin of the K-line emission. Further

more, the collisional control of the Ca II K-line implies that the 

total chromospheric K-line radiation loss is essentially equal to the 

number of line photons created by collisional excitations. In particu

lar, the net chromospheric radiative loss rate in the K-line is due to 

the number of line photons created by collisional excitations within one 

thermalization length of the top of the chromosphere (Athay 1976). In a 

two-^level atom approximation the net radiative cooling is (Ayres 1979) 

dFH _ , ,, °£C£u , he „ -1 -1 ,, 
"dm" " 1/2 —J- ergs"s "8 • <4'26> 

Jcu 

where n^ is the number density in the lower level and the Ca II K-rline 

collisional excitation rate is (Williams 1980) 

r  -  f i  *1  in - 6  nr 2
c  ~1/ 2  ~ h c / A £u k T e  C„ = 8.63x10 n S- P)con T e . (4,27) 

x.u e 1 e 

Equation (4,26) is valid in the effectively thin approximation, Now 

if the ion is a -majority species then n^ - A^n^, where A ^ is the 

abundance. I also have that p » "if1}]* Substituting these expressions 
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Ca H K-Line: Radiative Equilibrium Models 
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Figure 47. Ca II K-line profiles for an atmosphere in radiative 
equilibrium. 
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along with numerical values for constants for the K-line transition 

finally gives 

2 -1/2 "35900/T 
-r^ = 2.2x10 n T ' e ergs-s -g , (4.28) 
dm e e 

where I have assumed solar abundances. The peak in the line source 

function, S^, occurs approximately a thermalization length A below the 

top (f^ << 1) of the chromosphere (Jefferies and Thomas 1959). Taking 

the values of n and T at T. = A for each of the model stellar 
e e See  

chromospheres considered here yields the results in Table 13. The 

fifth column is the calculated value of dF /dm normalized to that of 
K 

GL 411 while the sixth column simply shows the net chromospheric K-line 

surface flux for each star normalized to that of GL 411 (Chapter 2, 

Table 1). 

The results in Table 13 clearly show a trend of decreasing n£, 

T^, and dF^/dm with decreasing K-line chromospheric emission, 1 

therefore conclude that the K-line collisional excitation rate within 

A of Tj, • << 0 is greater for the dMe stars than for the non-dMe stars. 

More specifically, the electron density and electron temperature at a 

thermalization length below the top of the chromosphere are each 

greater for the dMe stars than for the dM stars. As a result, the 

chromospheric line emission in collisionally controlled lines is en

hanced in dMe stars relative to the non-dMe stars. This conclusion is 

equivalent to stating that the chromospheric thermal structure is 

shifted -upward in -mass column density in dMe stars relative to the nonr 

dMe stars, 
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Table 13. Net Radiative Cooling Rate Evaluated at One Thennalization 
Length Into the Chromosphere 

Star n 
e 

T 
e 

dF /dm 
K 

K' 

<dFK/dm)GL 411 
F'(K)/-[F'(K)]GL 

EQ Vir 2. 9(12) 7737 7.0(10) 7.0(2) 1.7(2) 

GL 616.2 4. 2(11) 6600 4.9(9) 4.9(1) 2.6(1) 

YZ CMi 2. 1(11) 6214 1.8(9) 1.8(1) 1.3(1) 

GL 393 6. 5(10) 5700 3.5(8) 3.5(0) 4.4(0) 

GL 411 2. 5(10) 5438 1.0(8) 1 1 



CHAPTER 5 

SPECTRAL SYNTHESIS OF THE Ha LINE AND THE Mg II 
k-LINE IN dMe and dM STARS 

The Balmer lines are distinctive spectral features in dMe stars 

and the appearance of Ha in emission observationally distinguishes the 

dMe stars from the dM stars (Joy and Abt 1974; Chapter 1), Worden and 

Peterson (1976) demonstrate the chromospheric origin of the Ha emission 

in dMe stars while Cram and Mullan (1979) find that the Balmer lines are 

particularly sensitive diagnostics of the thermal structure of the upper 

chromosphere and transition region, respectively, in the dMe stars. 

Furthermore, Cram and Mullan (1979) find that Ha absorption as well as 

Ha emission indicates the presence of a chromosphere in M dwarf stars. 

These investigators demonstrate that as the temperature and electron 

density in the M dwarf chromosphere increases in response to an increase 

in non^radiative heating, the n = 2 level population (or, alternatively, 

the Ha line opacity) increases due to increased collisional excitation 

from the ground state. However, the electron density and Ha line 

opacity is not sufficient to collisionally control the Ha line source 

function at this point. Thus the line is radiatively controlled by the 

background photosphere. Hence the upper limit to the line source 

function is S^ = ®V(T and the line appears in absorption. As the 

degree of non-radiative energy dissipation increases, the electron 

density increases and collisional control of the Ha line source function 

146 
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eventually occurs. In this case the line source function becomes 

coupled to the local chromospheric temperature, T . Therefore the -upper 

limit to the Ha line source function is now S„ = B (T ). Since T > 
x, v e e 

the Ha line appears in emission. The essentially chromospheric 

origin of the Balmer lines, combined with the sensitivity of these 

spectral diagnostics to upper chromosphere and transition region 

thermal structure in M dwarf stars offers compelling reasons to briefly 

discuss Ha line formation in the stars considered in this investigation. 

More specifically, I wish to discover if the semi-empirical model 

chromospheres developed in Chapter 4 on the basis of the Ca II K-line 

will successfully predict Ha emission versus absorption for the stars 

discussed in this chapter. This study differs from the investigation 

by Cram and Mullan (1979) in that I use accurate models for the lower 

chromospheres of specific dMe and dM stars. The models by Cram and 

Mullan (1979) are nonspecific and consist simply of an ad hoc tempera

ture rise adjoined to the very top of a M dwarf photospheric model 

taken from Mould (1976). Thus their adopted values of T . are 
mm 

approximately 1000K cooler than the values I find on the basis of ob

served Ca II K-lines, while their values of m ̂  are typically an order 

of magnitude too small. I do not attempt to fit theoretical profiles 

to observed Ha line profiles since calibrated Ha profiles were not 

available for this particular study. Instead I discuss chromospheric 

models which successfully predict the Ha profile at a plausible rela

tive flux level (see Worden et al. 1980) for a given dMe or dM star. 
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Method of Solution for Ha 

I adopt the model hydrogen atom and the relevant cross-sections 

given in Chapter 3 with the following modification: in order to 

accurately solve for the Ha line profile I must include important 

transitions which affect the n = 2 level population. I therefore ex

plicitly solve the coupled equations of radiative transfer and statis

tical equilibrium for H3 and Hy as well as Ha and the Lyman continuum. 

The emergent profiles are determined by the depth dependent Doppler 

broadening and natural, resonance, and Stark broadening parameters. 

Therefore the depth dependent Voigt profile is characterized by a 

damping parameter (the Voigt a_ parameter; Swihart 1968) which combines 

the aforementioned broadening mechanisms. In quantitative terms 

(Chapter 4) , , 
Y» YR + TS ~ ,s a , (5.1) 

where y.T, yD, and y refer to natural, resonance, and Stark broadening, JM K O 

respectively. The Stark broadening is, following Sutton (1978) 

Y_ = 0.255 a (n 2 - n 2) n 2/3 , (5.2) 
b 1 u e 

where a^ = 0.642 for Ha and a^ = 1 for H3 and Hy (I warn the reader 

that this expression for y^ is incorrectly quoted in the paper by Cram 

and Mullan 1979). The resonance broadening is, following Mihalas 

0.978) 2 

YR = 3mv nHI ' 5̂*3̂  
In 

where the oscillator strengths, f n̂» are given by Green, Rush, and 

Chandler (1957). Finally, I have that y.T = A n, where A „ is the 
N u£ ux, 
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Einstein coefficient for the transition. I find that at T ~ 6000K in 
e 

the chromosphere, the Ha line broadening is dominated by Doppler 

broadening and natural damping for the M dwarf stars considered in this 

investigation. I solve the coupled equations of radiative transfer and 

statistical equilibrium under the assumption of complete redistribution 

(CRD) in the scattering process. Cram and Mullan (1979) use the same 

approach since the problem of partial redistribution (PRD) within 

subordinate lines such as Ha has not yet been treated adequately. Hence 

the appropriate redistribution functions are currently unavailable. 

However, CRD is an adequate approximation since the thermal Doppler 

effect will completely redistribute photons scattering in the line core 

(Thomas 1957) and the Ha lines in dMe stars do not exhibit well 

developed line wings (Worden et al. 1980). 

Results and Discussion for Ha 

The model chromospheric structure inferred for the dM2 star 

GL 411 on the basis of the observed Ca II K-line profile (Chapter 4) 

correctly predicts an Ha absorption line for this star. The Ha line 

profile is displayed in Figure 48 while the depth dependence of the 

line source function and the Ha Planck function are each shown in 

Figure 49, Inspection of Figure 49 reveals that the line source 

function is relatively constant through much of the chromosphere, as may 

be expected for a line which is controlled by the background continuum. 

In the region of the temperature minimum and low chromosphere, S > 

B^(Te), Therefore the Ha line source function in this region of the 

stellar chromosphere is controlled by radiation from the deeper layers 
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in the photosphere and the higher layers in the chromosphere. Thus the 

Ha line cannot be used as a diagnostic of the temperature minimum 

region in M dwarf chromospheres. This result is also confirmed by Cram 

and Mullan (1979), The model chromospheric structure inferred for the 

dK5e star EQ Vir on the basis of the observed Ca II K-line profile 

(Chapter 4) incorrectly predicts an Ha absorption line. Of course the 

observed Ha feature is variable in this particular active chromosphere 

star (Worden et al. 1980) but the Ha line is often observed in emission 

(Hartmann and Anderson 1977) at a relative flux level of approximately 

twice the continuum level. I therefore adjusted and extended the 

transition region thermal structure such that log m = -4.40 at T = 

lxlO"*K. Recall that log m = -4.30 at T = 9000K but log m = -5.5 at 

T = 20000K in the semi-empirical model chromosphere inferred for EQ Vir 

in Chapter 4 (see Table 10). I did not change the value of m at the 

base of the transition region [i.e., m(T = 9000K)] in this new model. 

This new model chromosphere yields the Ha emission line displayed in 

Figure 50. The depth dependence of the line source function and the Ha 

Planck function are each shown in Figure 51. The theoretical Ha 

emission-line profile shown in Figure 50 also has a central reversal 

resulting from the non-LTE effect of the optical boundary (Worden and 

Peterson 1976), Inspection of Figure 51 reveals that the behavior of 

the Ha line source function in the temperature minimum region is similar 

to that found for GL 411 (Figure 49). However, unlike GL 411, the line 

source function is close to the Ha Planck function in the chromosphere. 

Thus the Ha source function is collision dominated and Su - B (T ). 
a Vv e 

Hence the line appears in emission. Given a new thermal structure for 
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EQ Vir (which only differs from the previous thermal structure given in 

Chapter 4 by the adoption of a steeper transition region temperature 

gradient), I recompute the Ca II K-line assuming PRD. The resulting 

theoretical K-line profile is shown in Figure 52, along with the 

theoretical K-line profile found in Chapter 4 for EQ Vir. Clearly, 

there is virtually no difference between these line profiles. Inspec

tion of the optical depth scales for the K^ peak and the Ha line (see 

Figure 51) reveals that ~ 1 in the 6500-7500K temperature range 

while ~ 1 in the 9000-10000K temperature regime. As noted in 

Chapter 4, Ca II becomes depleted by ionization and the K-line becomes 

optically thin in the region where Ha is still optically thick (Figure 

51). I am therefore led by these results to conclude that it is 

possible to construct single-component, semi-empirical model chromo

spheres for M dwarf stars which simultaneously satisfy both the Ca II 

K-line and the Ha line (see also Kelch et al. 1979). The agreement 

that can be achieved is consistent since these two spectral diagnostics 

really address two different regionsof the M dwarf chromosphere; the 

Ca II K-line is a lower chromospheric diagnostic (T < 6000K) while the 
e ~ 

Ha line is -more sensitive to the upper chromospheric-transition region 

(T J? 9000K) thermal structure. It would therefore be interesting to 

compare models based upon the cores of the Balmer lines with transition 

region models inferred from transition region spectral diagnostics such 

C II or C IV. 

Finally, I note that the mass column density at the top of the 

transition region is less than the mass column density at the base of 

the transition region [mo(T * 9000)] by only -0.1 dex for the 
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Figure 52. The theoretical Ca II K—line profiles deduced from the 
thermal structures for EQ Vir presented in Chapters 4 
and 5, respectively. 
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chromospheric model whicty predicts Ha emission in EQ Vir. This is con

sistent with the results obtained by Cram and Mullan (1979, their Table 

1). These investigators also typically find that log [m(10^K)] - log 

[mQ(9000K)] ™ -0.1, for M dwarf model chromospheres which exhibit an Hot 

emission line profile. 

The final set of prominent chromospheric spectral diagnostics 

which appear in the spectra of dM and dMe stars, and which I will now 

consider, are the Mg II h and k resonance lines at A2802.7& and 

A2795.5A, respectively. The advent of the International Ultraviolet 

Explorer (IUE) satellite has made the resonance lines of Mg II available 

for observation and subsequent theoretical analysis. The height of 

formation of the h and k line cores is somewhat greater than the height 

of formation of the Ca II H and K resonance line cores, but there is 

also a large region of overlap (Linsky and Avrett 1970). Thus the Mg II 

and Ca II resonance lines sample similar regions of the stellar 

chromosphere. In the following I will offer a brief quantitative 

assessment of Mg II h and k line observations obtained with the IUE 

satellite for a sample of 6 dMe and 3 dM stars. 

Results and Discussion for the Mg II 
Observations 

The Mg II h and k line fluxes were obtained with the IUE 

satellite in the long wavelength, low dispersion mode resulting in a 

spectral resolution of 7A (Boggess, Carr, and Evans 1978). The stars 
* 

observed, their spectral types, and the Mg II (h+k) line fluxes at the 
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earth are given in the first three columns of Table 14. The spectral 

types are taken from Kunkel (1975) or Veeder (1974), except for 61 Cyg B. 

The spectral type for this star is given by Kelch et al. (1979). The 

relations between stellar angular diameter and (V-R) color convert the 

observed flux to surface flux (Barnes and Evans 1976, Barnes et al. 

1976). The (V-R) color index for each star follows from Veeder (1974) 

or Pettersen (1976) [the (V-R) color for AT Mic is not available). The 

ratio of the Mg II (h+k) stellar surface flux to the same quantity for 

the mean Sun is listed in column for of Table 14. This ratio is based 

upon the mean solar value of the Mg II (h+k) line flux given by Linsky 

and Ayres (1978). The importance of chromospheric non-radiative heating 

in this sample of M dwarf stars considered here can be readily inter-

compared through the ratio 

Rhk = F(Mg II h+k)/U T*ff , (5.4) 

where R^ represents the chromospheric radiative losses in the h and k 

lines normalized to the total stellar surface flux. I assume that the 

radiative equilibrium contribution to the h and k line fluxes is 

negligible in these cool dwarfs (Linsky and Ayres 1978). The values of 

R^k are listed in column 5 of Table 14. The effective temperatures for 

GL 380 and GL 411 are taken from Chapter 2. The values of for 

EQ Vir and YZ CMi are taken from Pettersen (1980). The effective 

temperature of 61 Cyg B is taken from Linsky et al. (1979) while those 

for UV Ceti, BD+43.44, and Prox Cen are estimated from their spectral 

5. The observed Mg II fluxes for YZ CMi and UV Ceti have been 
kindly provided by K. G. Carpenter and R. F. Wing in advance of 
publication. 



Table 14. Summary of IUE Mg II (h+k) Observations 

Star 
Spectral 
Type f(Mg II)a F(Mg II)3 f-(Mg II) 

F0 \k ^HK 
F(Mg II)/F(Ca II) 

EQ Vir dK5e 1.3 (-12) 2.6 (6) 2.00 1.71 (-4) 1.2 ( •  -4) 1.41 

61 Cyg B dMO 6.5 (-12) 3.1 (5) 0.24 2.92 (-5) 8.2 ( •  -6) 2.67 

GL 380 dMO 8.7 (-13) 5.3 (A) 0.04 4.25 (-6) 1.0 ( •  -5) 0.41 

GL 411 dM2 5.8 (-13) 3.3 (4) 0.03 4.39 (-6) 1.4 ( •  -6) 3.03 

BD+43.44 dM2.5e 4.0 (-12) 5.4 (5) 0.42 9.77 (-5) — — 

AT Mic dM4.5e 3.9 (-12) — — — — — 

YZ CMi dM4.5e 1.3 (-12) 9.7 (5) 0.75 1.74 (-4) 2.5 ( •  -5) 6.98 

Prox Cen dM5e 8.6 (-13) 9.8 (4) 0.08 1.88 (-5) — — 

UV Ceti dM6e 6.4 (-13) 1.8 (5) 0.14 5.37 (-5) — — 

a.. -2-1 
Units: ergs-cm -s 
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types and Allen (1976). Values of the analogous quantity for the 

Ca II H and K lines, are taken from Chapter 2 and listed in column 6 of 

Table 14 [the R^ value for 61 Cyg B follows from Linsky et al. (1979) 

while the R^ values for EQ Vir and YZ CMi given in Chapter 2 have been 

slightly modified to reflect the new T measurements presented by 

Pettersen (1980)]. Finally, I list in column 7 of Table 14 the ratio of 

the Mg II (h+k) line fluxes to the Ca II (H+K) line fluxes. Omitted 

entries in Table 14 indicate that the particular value is not available. 

The values of the ratio F(Mg II h+k)/Fg(Mg II h+k) are less than 

unity, with the exception of the most active star (as defined by the 

values), EQ Vir. The values of R^ f°r the dMe stars are basically an 

order of magnitude greater than for the dM stars. Furthermore, 

F(Mg II h+k)/Fg(Mg II h+k) increases with increasing addition, 

the ratio F(Mg II h+k)/F(Ca II H+K) is greater than unity (with the 

exception of GL 380) for the sample considered here. Thus the Mg II 

resonance lines generally play a more important role in the overall 

chromospheric energy balance in dMe and dM stars than do the Ca II H and 

K resonance lines (see also Linsky and Ayres 1978). However, there is 

an important caveat that must be noted: the Mg II data and the Ca II 

data discussed in this investigation were not acquired simultaneously. 

Thus the emergence and decay of stellar surface activity combined with 

the rotational modulation of these features are likely to cause varia

tions in the observed net chromospheric radiative losses. Therefore 

data sets obtained at widely separated times of observation cannot be 

confidently compared on a star-by-star basis (with the possible excep

tions of the "most active" and the "least active" stars), I can, 



however, partially circumvent this difficulty by comparing the mean 

values of physical quantities for a particular sample of stars. Since 

the degree of chromospheric activity among stars in a given sample is 

uncorrelated, the mean values of physical quantities will remain 

relatively constant. I thus find the mean value of the ratio F(Mg II)/ 

F(Ca II) to be 2.90. This is similar to the mean solar value of 2.5 

(Linsky et al. 1979). The mean values of and R^ are = 6.91(-5) 

and R^ = 3.3(-5) respectively. The ratio 2.1 which is close 

to the solar value of 2.5. Thus I conclude that the mechanism which 

determines the relative contributions of certain spectral lines to the 

energy balance in the chromosphere must be similar in the late-type, 

main sequence dwarf stars. This conclusion is also supported by Linsky 

and Ayres (1978). 

As in the case of Ha, I now wish to discover if the semi-

empirical model chromospheres developed in Chapter 4 on the basis of the 

Ca II K-line will successfully predict the Mg II k-line flux at a level 

greater than or equal to the Ca II K-line flux, which is the requirement 

implied by the results given in Table 14. The spectral resolution of 

the IUE observations is not adequate to allow a detailed comparison of 

an observed Mg II k-line profile with a k-line profile computed 

theoretically. Therefore, I compare only the observed and computed 

values of the flux where I assume F(Mg II k) ~ 1/2 F(Mg II h+k) in order 

to deduce the observed value of F(Mg II k). 
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Method of Solution for MR II 

The method of solution of the coupled equations of radiative 

transfer and statistical equilibrium is identical to the method employed 

for the Ca II K-line (Chapter 4). The appropriate atomic parameters 

(assumed solar abundance; oscillator strengths; and radiative, Stark, 

and van der Waals damping parameters) are taken from Shine and Linsky 

(1974) and Shine (1973). The Mg II collisional rate coefficients and 

photoionization cross-sections are given in Shine (1973). In the CRD 

computation, I adopt a representation of Mg II consisting of three bound 

2 
levels and the continuum. I include the ground state, 3s ^2/2' anC* tW° 

2 2 
radiating states, 3p Pi/2 ancl P3/2' resPectively• T̂ e permitted 

2 2 
radiative transitions are 3p P3/2 ~ ^1/2 t̂̂ ie 2796& k line) and 

2 2 
3p ^1/2 ~ ^1/2 t̂*ie 2803A h line), while collisions couple all 

bound levels and the continuum. The PRD refinement of the CRD 

computation utilizes a two-level representation of Mg II, explicitly 

calculating the k-line profile. This approximation is even more 

necessary for the Mg II system since it lacks intermediate metastable 

states analogous to the Ca II infrared triplet levels. 

Results and Discussion for Mg II 

The results of the spectral synthesis of the Mg II k-line flux 

based upon the -model chromospheres given in Chapter 4 are presented in 

Table 15. The stars are listed in order of decreasing importance of 

non-radiative heating in the particular stellar atmosphere (i.e., 

decreasing R^ value; Chapter 2). The second column gives the theo

retically computed value of the Mg II k-line flux. The third column 



Table 15. Comparison of Theoretical and Observed Mg II k Line Fluxes 

Star F(Mg II k) 
theo 

F(Mg II k) 
obs 

F'(Kx) F(MS 11 Wtheo71^ 

EQ Vir 

GL 616.2 

YZ CMi 

GL 393 

GL 411 

2 . 0 8 ( 6 )  

1.10(5) 

3.21(4) 

2.20(3) 

1.03(4) 

1.34(6) 

4.69(5) 

1.70(4) 

8.5(5) 

1.3(5) 

6.6(4) 

2.2(4) 

5.0(3) 

2.4 

0 . 8  

0.5 

0.1 

2.1 
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Shows the observed value of the k-line flux (if available) while the 

fourth column contains the observed chromospheric Ca II K-line emission 

(Chapter 2). The fourth column lists the ratio of the theoretical k-

line flux to the observed Ca II K-line chromospheric emission flux. 

Inspection of this column reveals that the "most active" and "least 

active" chromosphere stars, EQ Vir and GL 411, each have values of the 

ratio F(Mg II k) ̂^/F' 0^) cl°se to observed mean value of 2.4 

[where I have assumed in this comparison that F(Mg II k) ~ 1/2 

F(Mg II h+k) and F' (K^) ~ 1/2 F'O^+I^)]. Interestingly, these two 

particular stars may possess the most homogeneous chromospheres of the 

stars listed in Table 15. In fact the observed and theoretically 

inferred values of F(Mg II k) for EQ Vir and GL 411, respectively, are 

comparable. Thus the level of surface activity exhibited by these 

stars may remain relatively constant. However, the stars with inter

mediate degrees of nonradiative heating, GL 616.2, YZ CMi, and GL 393, 

each exhibit an anomalously low value of the ratio F(Mg II k) ̂ / 

F'(K^). Furthermore, the observed value of F(Mg II k) for YZ CMi is 

approximately a factor of 15 greater than the theoretically computed 

value, F(Mg II ^n adjustment of the chromospheric thermal 

structure of YZ CMi which yields a value of F(Mg II ĉ)t|ieo such that 

F(Mg II ĉ)t|ieo ~ F(Mg II k)0bsv> overpredicts the value of the Ca II K-

line flux by a factor of ~ 50. I therefore conclude that single-

component, homogeneous model atmospheres may not be adequate represen

tations of the chromospheres of M dwarf stars. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE APPLICABILITY OF SINGLE-COMPONENT 
MODEL CHROMOSPHERES 

A principal simplification I utilize in the construction of 

semir-empirical model chromospheres is the assumption of lateral 

homogeneity (Chapter 3). However, the inability of single-component 

model chromospheres to reconcile the Ca II K-line and the Mg II k-line 

(Chapter 5) implies that the assumption of a homogeneous chromosphere 

is suspect. Corroborative evidence for this conclusion is offered by 

Heasley et al. (1978). These investigators find that models of the 

lower chromosphere and upper photosphere of Arcturus, as inferred from 

high spectral resolution observations of the fundamental vibration-

rotation bands of CO, differ radically from models developed by Ayres 

and Linsky (1975) of the same atmospheric region, but based upon the Ca 

II K-line wings. Thus Heasley et al. (1978) conclude that it is not 

possible to reproduce the Ca II K-line wings and the CO fundamental 

lines in the spectrum of Arcturus with a single-component model 

chromosphere. I therefore will attempt to quantitatively ascertain the 

degree of surface inhomogeneity present in the dMe and dM stars as well 

as offer a hypothesis which may explain the inability of single-

component model chromospheres to reconcile various chromospheric 

spectral diagnostics. 

An alternative approach to account for the degree of chromo

spheric emission in M dwarf stars is to assume that the dM and dMe 
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stars fundamentally differ from each other in terms of the fractional 

area of their surface which is covered by active regions (Mullan 1976, 

Worden 1975). Such an approach is especially suggested by the in-

homogeneous nature of the solar atmosphere and photosphere. Further

more, flare stars often exhibit quasi-periodic variability which has 

been attributed to the probable presence of magnetic surface activity 

that is similar in character to such solar phenomena as sunspots and 

plages (Bopp and Evans 1973, Torres and Mello 1973, Kunkel 1975, Vogt 

1975, Worden 1975, Fix and Spangler 1976, Chapter 1). 

In order to estimate the active region filling factor for each 

of the M dwarf stars given in Table 16, I make the following assump

tions: (1) the star with the largest values> EQ Vir, has a 

filling factor of A = 1 and the star with the smallest vâ ue' 

GL 411, has a filling factor of A = 0; (2) the character of an active 

region is the same for all the stars; and (3) the center-to-limb be

havior of the chromospheric emission line intensity can be neglected. 

The expression for the total chromospheric emission line flux is 

00 +1 

F = 2-rr / f I^dp.dv , (6.1) 

or, 

00 M* A "̂ "1 
F = 2ir / dv{ / I ndn + f , (6.2) 

^A 

where I. and I„ are the intensities of the line emission in the active 
A Q 

region and quiet region, respectively, and ^ represents the geo

metrical extent of the active region. Figure 53 is an illustration of 

the geometry adopted for the calculation of Eq. (6.2). The afore

mentioned crude assumptions and Eq. (6.2) lead to the following 
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Table 16. Active Region Filling Factors 

Star Sp. Type A(Ca II) A(Mg II) 

EQ Vir dK5e = 1.0 = 1.00 

61 Cyg B dMO 0.065 0.10 

GL 380 dMO 0.07 0.01 

GL 616.2 dMl.5e 0.14 — 

GL 411 dM2 = 0.00 0.00 

GL 393 dM2 0.016 — 

BD+43.44 dM2.5e — 0.21 

GL 526 dM4 0.013 — 

YZ CMi dM4.5e 0.07 0.34 

Prox Cen dM5e — 0.03 

UV Ceti dM6e 0.14 



Active 
Region 

Figure 53. Geometry utilized for the estimation of active region filling factors. 

ON 
00 
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expression for the chromospheric radiative losses in the Ca II H and K 

lines (or the Mg II h and k lines) for a star 

F = A F + (1 - A) F , (6.3) 
a q 

where A is the dimensionless ratio of the area of the active region to 

the area of the visible quiet stellar surface. The symbols F^ and F^ 

represent a chromospheric line surface flux for an active and quiet 

region, respectively. The values of A deduced from the observed values 

of F'(Ca II H+K) and F(Mg II h+k) are given in Table 16 for a sample of 

dMe and dM stars. The relative active region filling factors for the 

dMe stars are generally greater than for the dM stars. If I exclude 

the assumed extreme values of A for EQ Vir and GL 411, I find the mean 

values (A(Mg II)) = 0.14 while (A(Ca II)) = 0.06. In summary, the 

apparently discrepant mean active region filling factors derived from 

the Ca II H and K and the Mg II h and k lines combined with the failure 

of model chromospheres to reconcile two overlapping chromospheric 

spectral features suggest that single-component, homogeneous model 

atmospheres are not physically realistic representations of M dwarf 

stars. 

The stellar chromospheric emission features probably arise from 

plage regions which are, in turn, composed of magnetic flux tubes. A 

schematic model of a magnetic flux tube is presented in Figure 54. The 

levels h^ and h^ represent the heights of formation of the Ca II K-line 

core and the Mg II k-line core, respectively. I consider a flux tube in 

hydrostatic equilibrium. Therefore 

P .(h) = P (h) + [B(h) ]2/8IT (6.4) 
ext g 
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1^2 

Figure 54. Schematic model of a magnetic flux tube. 



where P (h) is the external (field-free) gas pressure at height h, 
ext 

P (h) is the internal gas pressure, and B(h) is the internal magnetic 
g 

field strength, also at height h. I ignore turbulent pressure in this 

preliminary analysis. At the levels h^ and h^ I have 

Fj**1 = Pxg + B12/8tv , (6.5) 

P20Xt = P28 + B22/8TT. (6.6) 

SXt Gxt 
Now P2 < P^ by the constraint of hydrostatic equilibrium. But 

B2 < B^ in a flux tube characterized by diverging field lines (see 

o a 
Figure 54). Thus it is possible for P2 > P^ , which would lead to 

o a 
enhanced Mg II k-line emission. The condition P2 > P^ occurs if the 

inequality 

Bl2 " * 2  > 8lT (PieXt " P2eXt)' (6*7) 

is fulfilled. An alternative way to conceptualize the problem is to. 

note that the emission area (filling factor) for the k line, A2> is 

greater than the emission area for the Ca II K line, A^, as shown 

schematically in Figure 54. Giovanelli (1980) finds diverging magnetic 

field structure, similar to Figure 55, in the solar chromosphere as 

deduced from Mg I b2 magnetogram observations near the solar limb. A 

schematic diagram of this field structure is taken from Giovanelli 

(1980) and shown in Figure 54. I use Figure 54 (Giovanelli 1980) not as 

a proof, but as a plausibility argument for the existence of similar 

magnetic field structures in the chromospheres of late-type dwarf stars. 

Of course a proper analysis of the chromospheric line spectrum in a 

magnetic flux tube requires a two-dimensional radiative transfer 



Figure 55. Magnetic field structure observed in the Sun. 



calculation since the flux tube is in radiative exchange with its 

surroundings. Moreover, the importance of lateral turbulent heat ex

change will change along a flux tube as the field decreases with height 

(Zwaan 1977, 1978). I do not perform these calculations here because 

(1) it is beyond the scope of the present investigation, and (2) obser

vations of the emergent line spectrum from a single magnetic flux tube 

are currently unavailable, even for the Sun. 

In conclusion, I suggest that multi-component model atmospheres 

are more realistic physical representations of stellar chromospheres. 

In particular, I hypothesize that a detailed consideration of the line 

spectrum arising from magnetic flux tubes is required in order to 

reconcile various chromospheric spectral line diagnostics. 



CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY 

The estimated chromospheric radiative loss rates in the Ca II H 

and K lines (Chapter 2) for the dMe stars are larger than for the dM 

stars by a factor of 2.5 or more. The dM stars have chromospheric 

radiative loss rates which are comparable to that of the mean Sun. Thus 

nonradiative heating is systematically larger in dMe than dM stars as 

may be expected in analogy with the relative nonradiative heating rate 

in solar plages and quiet regions. However, the degree of mechanical 

energy dissipation in the chromospheres of the M dwarf stars is incon

sistent with the predictions of the acoustic wave heating theory. Hence 

magnetic heating processes, such as the dissipation of MHD waves as 

originally proposed by Osterbrock (1961), may play the dominant role in 

the energy balance of an M dwarf chromosphere and corona. 

I also find that the chromospheric scaling law proposed by 

Ayres (1979) basically agrees with the trend of the observed line 

widths exhibited by the dMe and dM stars considered in this investiga

tion. Moreover, the M dwarfs generally follow the Wilson-Bappu relation. 

The results which follow from the semi-empirical model 

chromospheres developed in Chapter A indicate that the central reversals 

present in the Ca II K-line profiles computed theoretically are not 

detectable with the instrumental resolution available for this investi<-

gation. However, future observations of the Ca II H and K lines at even 
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higher spectral resolutions may still not reveal the central reversals, 

suggested by the theoretical profiles, because of the presence of such 

macroscopic velocity fields as rotation (Kelch et al. 1979). Another 

result given in Chapter 4 is that both the observed ratio ^(K^)/^^ 

and the theoretically inferred value of T . /T cr. for the M dwarfs dis-mxn eff 

cussed in this investigation indicate an unusually large degree of non-

radiative heating in the upper photospheres of M dwarf stars. Moreover, 

the location of the temperature minimum, mm£n> moves outward as 

decreases, thus confirming the result given by Kelch et al. (1979) 'for 

a sample of solar-type stars. Of course, these particular conclusions 

are subject to the constraints of certain assumptions, especially the 

assumption of solar abundances and the treatment of the metals in an LTE 

approximation. An accurate model of the upper photospheres and tempera

ture minimum regions in late-type dwarf stars may well require a more 

rigorous radiative transfer analysis for the metals and an accurate 

measure of the metal abundance for a given star. I also find that the 

chromospheric K-line emission strength is most sensitive to the total 

amount of chromospheric material within the approximate temperature 

range T - 6000K. Thus increased emission strength is not simply due 

to an increased temperature gradient. In addition, the rise in T^ 

(i.e., d^/dlog m) over the region in which the K-line emission core is 

formed is steep, regardless of the total chromospheric emission line 

flux. Furthermore, an analysis of the atomic processes which control 

the net radiative cooling in the chromospheres of M dwarf stars yields 

the following result: the electron density, ng, and electron tempera

ture, T^, at a thermalization length below the top of the chromosphere 



are each greater for the dMe stars than for the dM stars. Thus the 

chromospheric line emission in collisionally controlled lines is en

hanced in dMe stars relative to the dM stars. Finally, the model 

chromospheres developed in Chapter 4 reveal that the microturbulent 

velocities in the chromospheres of M dwarf stars are small as compared 

to solar-like chromospheric microvelocity fields. I suggest that 

chromospheric mass motions are inhibited by magnetic fields which per

vade the stellar chromosphere and therefore lead to small microturbulent 

velocities. If this is true then the microturbulent velocities I infer 

must be upper limits to the actual microturbulent velocities which exist 

in M dwarf chromospheres since I do not include the effects of magnetic 

line broadening in this investigation. 

The model chromospheres analysis presented in Chapter 5 suggests 

that the Ha line emission flux is most sensitive to the upper 

chromospheric-transition region thermal structure, in agreement with the 

results of Cram and Mullan (1979). In addition, I find that it is 

possible to construct single-component, semi-empirical model chromo

spheres for M dwarf stars which simultaneously satisfy both the Ca II K-

line and the Ha line However, the agreement is logically consistent as 

the Ca II K-line is a lower chromospheric diagnostic while the Ha line 

is especially sensitive to the transition region thermal structure. By 

comparison, I find that single-component, homogeneous model chromo

spheres fail to reconcile the Ca II K and the Mg II k lines in those 

dMe and dM stars with intermediate degrees of nonradiative heating. I 

therefore conclude that the assumption of lateral homogeneity is suspect 

and I pursue the implications of this conclusion in Chapter 6. In 
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particular, I estimate from observations of the Ca II H and K lines and 

the Mg II h and k lines relative active region filling factors which 

likely give rise to the chromospheric emission observed in the M dwarf 

stars. I find that the relative active region filling factors for the 

dMe stars are generally greater than for the dM stars. Thus the in-

homogeneous nature of the solar chromosphere, the quasi-periodic varia

bility exhibited in flare stars, and the active region filling factor 

estimates presented in this dissertation suggest that it may be more 

realistic to define "active" and "quiet" chromosphere stars in terms of 

that fraction of their surface area that is covered by active regions. 

In addition, the apparently discrepant mean active region filling 

factors derived from the Ca II and Mg II resonance lines combined with 

the failure of model chromospheres to reconcile two overlapping 

chromospheric spectral features suggest (but do not prove) that single 

component, homogeneous model atmospheres are not physically realistic 

representations of M dwarf stars. Furthermore, I suggest that a 

detailed consideration of the line spectrum arising from magnetic flux 

tubes is required in order to reconcile various chromospheric spectral 

diagnostics. However, in order to more firmly establish this hypothesis 

it would be necessary to obtain a completely general, simultaneous 

solution of the coupled equations of radiative transfer and statistical 

equilibrium involving all important line and continuum transitions, for 

all constituents of the stellar atmosphere. 

The conclusions and hypotheses presented in this dissertation 

suggest several lines of future observational and theoretical research. 

For example, if the filling factor of active regions is representative 
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of the surface density of magnetic flux tubes, as it is on the Sun, then 

magnetic flux measurements using the techniques of Robinson et al. 

(1980) and Robinson (1980) would be particularly interesting. In addi

tion, measurements of the net chromospheric radiative losses in the Ca 

II H and K lines versus magnetic flux (as opposed to magnetic field) on 

the Sun, following the methods of Frazier (1978), would prove valuable. 

The proposed magnetic field measurements combined with rotation 

measures, utilizing the techniques of Smith (1980) and/or Worden (1975), 

would demonstrate the importance of magnetic heating processes in the 

stellar chromosphere as well as test the dynamo theory espoused by 

Mullan (1974) and the battery mechanism developed by Worden (1974) for 

the dMe stars. Complementary theoretical investigations may include a 

rigorous treatment of the radiative transfer in a magnetic flux tube 

combined with the development of models which delineate the method of 

generation of magnetic flux in the stellar interior followed by its 

emergence on the stellar surface. The eventual aim of the program of 

observational and theoretical research which I have just outlined is to 

understand how magnetic flux is generated and then appears on the 

stellar surface where it, in turn, couples to the emergent chromospheric 

line spectrum. A detailed knowledge of this entire process may then 

allow astronomers to spectroscopically infer the physical conditions 

which characterize the very interiors of the stars. 



APPENDIX A 

COARSE TABULATION OF dMe AND dM MODEL 
CHROMOSPHERES 

I include in the following pages a tabulation of the model 

properties characterizing the region of the lower chromospheric tempera

ture gradient for 3 dMe and 2 dM stars. 

Temp (K) 

6000 
5684 
5368 
5053 
4737 
4421 
4263 
3947 
3632 
3316 
3000 
3013 
3025 

6000 
5700 
5400 
5100 
4800 
4500 
4200 
3900 
3600 
3300 
3000 
3075 
3149 

_2 
Mass (g-cm ) 

9.75(-5) 
2.12(-4) 
4.60(-4) 
9.99(-4) 
2.17(-3) 
4.72(-3) 
6. 96(-3) 
1.51(-2) 
3.28(-2) 
7.13(-2) 
1.55(-1) 
2.49(-1) 
4.00(-l) 

3. 25(-5) 
6. 70(-5) 
1.38(-4) 
2. 85(-4) 
5.87(-4) 
1.21(-3) 
2.49(-3) 
5.13(-3) 
1 .06( -2 )  
2.18(-2) 
4.50(-2) 
1.70(-1) 
6.42(-1) 

n (cm ) 
—e— — 

YZ CMi (dM4.5e) 

1.56(11) 
1.13(11) 
7.55(10) 
4.84(10) 
3.58(10) 
4.88(10) 
6.62(10) 
9.74(10) 
9.30(10) 
7.24(10) 
6.97(10) 
1,02(11) 
1.48(11) 

GL 393 (dM2) 

8.86(10) 
6.53(10) 
4.42(10) 
2.81(10) 
1.79(10) 
1.56(10) 
2,56(10) 
3.99(10) 
4.11(10) 
3.09(10) 
2.75(10) 
8.61(10) 
2.65(11) 

SJJ (cm ) 

5.76(12) 
1.34(13) 
3.10(13) 
7.15(13) 
1.66(14) 
3.85(14) 
5.89(14) 
1,38(15) 
3.26(15) 
5.01(15) 
1.85(16) 
2.97(16) 
4.76(16) 

1.91(12) 
4.23(12) 
9.28(12) 
2,03(13) 
4.44(13) 
9.75(13) 
2.15(14) 
4.76(14) 
1.06(15) 
2.38(15) 
5.38(15) 
1.99(16) 
7.39(16) 

g (km^-s ) 

1.80 
1.76 
1.72 
1.67 
1.63 
1.59 
1.57 
1.53 
1.48 
1.44 
1.40 
1.37 
1.34 

1.60 
1.58 
1.56 
1.54 
1.52 
1.50 
1.48 
1,46 
1,44 
1.42 
1.40 
1,33 
1.27 
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Temp (K) 
_2 Mass (g-cm ) n_ (cm ) 

—e 

GL 411 (dM2) 

Sjj (cm ) 
t 

g. (km-s 

6000 1.50 -5) 5.98(10) 8.86(11) 0.1 
5625 2.91 -5) 3.60(10) 1.91(12) 0.1 
5250 5.64 -5) 1.88(10) 4.03(12) 0.1 
4875 1.09 -4) 8.85(9) 8.44(12) 0.1 
4500 2.12 -4) 4.41(9) 1.77(13) 0.1 
4125 4.11 -4) 4.81(9) 3.75(13) 0.1 
3750 7.98 -4) 7.67(9) 8.01(13) 0.1 
3375 1.55 -3) 6.82(9) 1.73(14) 0.1 
3000 3.00 -3) 3.72(9) 3.76(14) 0.1 
3025 6.31 -3) 6.81(9) 7.85(14) 0.1 
3050 1.33 -2) 1.25(10) 1.64(15) 0.1 

0 1 

EQ Vir (dK5e) 
\J • X 

6000 1.25 -3) 5.78(11) 7.50(13) 1.80 
5762 2.28 -3) 4.60(11) 1.43(14) 1.76 
5524 4.17 -3) 3.56(11) 2.73(14) 1.72 
5286 7.62 -3) 2.76(11) 5.22(14) 1.69 
5048 1.39 -2) 2.35(11) 9.98(14) 1.65 
4810 2.54 -2) 2.70(11) 1.91(15) 1.61 
4571 4.65 -2) 4.06(11) 3.68(15) 1.57 
4333 8.49 -2) 5.70(11) 7.09(15) 1.53 
4095 1.55 -1) 6.55(11) 1.37(16) 1.50 
3857 2.83 -1) 6.16(11) 2.66(16) 1.46 
3619 5.18 -1) 5.44(11) 5.17(16) 1.42 
3536 8.23 -1) 6.36(11) 8.50(16) 1.20 
3609 1.36 0) 1.04(12) 1.38(17) 1.10 
3737 2.21 0) 1.85(12) 2.18(17) 1.10 

GL 616.2 (dMl.5e) 

6000 1.28 -4) 1.81(11) 7.67(12) 1.60 
5700 2.82 -4) 1.37(11) 1.80(13) 1.58 
5400 6.23 -4) 9.64(10) 4.20(13) 1.56 
5100 1.37 -3) 6.59(10) 9.81(13) 1.54 
4800 3.03 -3) 5.15(10) 2.30(14) 1.52 
4500 6.69 -3) 6.95(10) 5.40(14) 1.50 
4200 1.48 -2) 1.23(11) 1.27(15) 1.48 
3900 3.26 -2) 1.60(11) 3.02(15) 1.46 
3600 7.19 -2) 1.43(11) 7.21(15) 1.44 
3300 1.59 -1) 1.24(11) 1.73(16) 1.42 
3000 3.50 -1) 1.27(11) 4.19(16) 1.40 
3075 6.67 -1) 2.37(11) 7.83(16) 1.33 
3149 1.27 0) 4.36(11) 1.46(17) 1.27 

1.20 
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